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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 

 

Characterize and classify genetic variation in chromatin state in Drosophila 
melanogaster 

by 

Khoi Huynh 

Doctor of Philosophy in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 

University of California, Irvine, 2023 

Professor Anthony Douglas Long, Chair 

 

There are two types of genetic traits. The first is monogenic traits which are 

caused by rare variants that disrupt the function of a single gene. Monogenic traits 

typically follow the classic Mendelian inheritance, and are rare in nature. In contrast, the 

second type of genetic traits involve heritable traits that do not follow the classic 

Mendelian inheritance. These traits are classified as complex traits, and are thought to 

involve multiple genes. As a result, many studies have spent great efforts to elucidate 

the nature of these complex traits. However, an appreciable fraction of heritable 

variation remains unexplained, and is referred to as "missing heritability" [1]. It is widely 

believed that these missing heritable variations are variations in gene expression due to 

the binding of transcription factors to enhancers [2-4]. These binding events can be 

identified by the local chromatin configuration which should be open in particular tissue 

or timepoint necessary for a trait [5,6]. Therefore, I argue that a genome-wide landscape 

http://paperpile.com/b/tN5avl/2ic7M
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of variation in chromatin accessibility in a large number of tissues would be valuable for 

complex trait studies.  

Thus, my first chapter is to utilize ATAC-seq to assess chromatin accessibility 

across multiple genotypes and tissues from Drosophila melanogaster. In this first 

chapter, I performed ATAC-seq to study chromatin accessibility for four different tissues: 

adult female brain, ovaries, wing and eye-antennal imaginal discs. Each sample is also 

collected from eight different inbred strains. I have identified 44099 ATAC-seq peaks-

regions with high ATAC-seq fragment coverage. Furthermore, since the eight inbred 

founder strains have reference quality genome assemblies, I also performed structural 

variant correction on my ATAC-seq data. These structural variants  contributed to an 

elevated rate (55%) of the identification of false positive differences in chromatin state 

between genotypes. After structural variant correction, I have found 1050, 30383, and 

4508 regions whose peak heights are polymorphic among genotypes, tissues, or for 

genotype by tissue interactions respectively. Finally, I identified 249 SNPs and 3 SVs 

candidate causative variants that explained 100% of the variation at nearby chromatin 

profiles varying among genotypes.  

While having a completely characterized open chromatin landscape is helpful for 

complex trait communities, the question of whether those polymorphic regulatory 

elements are in cis or in trans remain unanswered. Thus, my second chapter aim is to 

elucidate the cis and trans nature of the identified regulatory elements from the first 

study. Therefore, I performed ATAC-seq, utilized our developed quantile normalization of 

ATAC-seq data,SV-correction, ANOVA-based statistical analysis, and haplotype phasing 

to examine chromatin accessibility and its cis, and trans nature in Drosophila 
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melanogaster  ovaries collected from two parental strains (A4, B6) and their F1 

offspring. We identified 3006 ATAC-seq peaks that are significantly different between 

parental genotypes. Out of those ATAC-seq peaks, 106 and 45 peaks are identified to 

be cis and trans regulatory respectively using cis-trans value. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

I. Complex trait overview: 

All variances in phenotypic traits have genetic components [7,8]. For example, 

according to Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man resource (OMIMR), there are at least 

8930 diseases (traits) that are Mendelian in nature, which are caused by an inheritable 

alteration of one gene or abnormality in the genomes [9]. Despite those 8930 disease 

traits on OMIMR  and another 12279 recruiting and completing clinical studies on 

genetic disease as described on ClinicalTrials.gov, the extent of causal genes' 

contributions to genetic diseases or trait variation remains unclear [10]. In fact, the 

contributions of genetic variances to the complex traits  have been shown to not only be 

linked directly to causal genes but also to be linked to multiple single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) loci which are in linkage disequilibrium to causal genes or 

regulatory elements linked directly to genetic traits [11]. Furthermore, these complex 

traits, which are affected by variations in genetic component-SNPs or variations in 

environmental effect, can be disease traits (cardiovascular disease [12], psychological 

disorders [13], and type 2 diabetes [14] in humans), or non-disease traits (milk yield in 

dairy cattle [15], rice yield [16], and human height [17]). Thus, complex traits are 

undoubtedly important targets for studies in multiple disciplines such as medicine, 

agriculture, and evolution to name a few [18].  

As such, complex traits have been studied rigorously for more than 100 years yet 

the longest-standing question on how the genetic variation contributes to the phenotypic 

variation remains unclear. Historically, there was a debate between Mendelians, who 

https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/UfUTx+0dxaJ
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/FSeIR
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/ldDfT
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/utwlY
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/dp9x2
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/sQKcc
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/Eu9fN
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/h8m55
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/BixS8
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/y8E5q
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/rpvRX
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believed in large effect causal gene contribution to monogenic phenotypes, and 

biometricians, who argued that such contribution couldn't explain the continuous 

variation observed in many phenotypic traits [19]. This was largely resolved by the 

"infinitesimal model" published by Fisher in 1918 [20]. In this model, normal distribution 

variation of each phenotypic trait was attributed to multiple causal genes instead of a 

single causal gene as previously believed by the Mendelians. Thus, the contributions of 

each gene became infinitesimally small [21]. However, while the infinitesimal model had 

been successful in accounting for multiple causal genes contributing to a complex trait 

[22–24], the actual number of causal genes per traits, and their effect size remains 

unclear until now [19].  

 

II. Complex trait study methods and missing heritability: 

In order to study complex traits and to identify the actual number of causal 

genes, there have been two predominant methodologies: Quantitative trait locus (QTL) 

mapping and Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS). In principle, QTL mapping 

studies need two isogenic strains which have different alleles at loci affecting the trait of 

interest, and polymorphic marker linkage map. Then, backcross F2, or recombinant 

inbred lines (RILs) are created to identify QTL affecting the complex traits [25]. In 

contrast, GWAS starts with selecting an appropriate outbred population for a complex 

trait of interest. Individuals from a collection of case/control individuals from that 

population are phenotypes and genotypes using whole-genome sequencing for 

SNPchips. Association tests then identify regions of the genome at which alleles differ in 

https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/8v7Zz
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/aR2Ss
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/YEyZx
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/1IWIu+2GEUT+c1TDx
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/8v7Zz
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/54cpv
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frequency between cases and controls [26]. GWAS is not limited to case/control panels 

and can also employ a large cohort of individuals with genotypic state regressed on 

phenotype [27,28].  

Given their powerful nature as genetic variation study methods, it is not 

surprising that both GWAS and QTL mapping have been dominating the field of 

complex trait study. However,  both of these methods have employed the view that 

quantitative traits are under additive effect of identified variations. This can be observed 

as GWAS and QTL mapping traditionally identify causative loci by screening the entire 

genome for loci where alternative genotypes differ significantly [51]. Then, the variation 

of a complex trait is ,then, defined by these hundred of identified causative loci. This 

viewpoint, however, completely ignores the multi-allelism nature of genetics. In fact, a 

different way that genetic variants can contribute to the expression of complex traits is 

to have different alleles at the same locus affecting the trait in addition to variations 

found in other loci affecting the same trait. The locus with such polymorphic genotypes 

is said to have genetic variance-heterogeneity and is identified as vQTL [52,53].   

 

III. MPP, and RIL for QTL mapping:  

Despite the contradicting results between QTL mapping and GWAS studies, QTL 

mapping remains a powerful method to identify loci that co-segregate with a varied 

phenotypic traits [54], and has been widely used with improving strategies [49]. 

Throughout the 1990s, QTL mapping was low power with mapping being done on only 

the F2 generation of a pair of inbred parents following the outlined procedures from two 

https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/oU3MD
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/YdLtU+aodth
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/4jDRD
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/4ZVDh+1hi2e
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/lGjAW
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/D3Bk9
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landmark papers [55,56]. However, QTL  mapping has some major disadvantages. The 

first is the requirement of a large sample size [57]. The second disadvantage-given how 

QTL mapping was done historically [55,56]- is the fact that QTL mapping can't detect 

segregating alleles if they are not present in the selected parent genomes. As a result, 

many segregating alleles that are not represented in the parents would remain hidden. 

This raises a question as to how relevant the identified QTL is to the actual genotypic 

variance in the population of multiple varied genotypes. The third disadvantage of QTL 

mapping is that it is only accurate to within 2cM or less [58]. While the first disadvantage 

can't be easily solved, the improving high throughput technologies and genomics has 

improved the utility of QTL mapping techniques by providing adequately dense markers 

map [59]. Furthermore, with the improving PCR technique and GWAS, QTL mapping 

studies have improved to include hundreds of crosses instead of just F1, and to 

incorporate GWAS into the mapping studies as well [49]. As a result, QTL mapping 

technique resolution has significantly improved since QTL and GWAS can identify 

linked genes and unlinked genes respectively. As a result, the number of hidden 

segregating alleles can be reduced.   

Among the advanced strategies for QTL mapping studies, there are two major 

recently developed strategies which are the usage of recombinant inbred lines (RIL), 

and the usage of Multi-Parent Population (MPP). Both are extremely valuable for 

different reasons. RIL is formed by crossing two isogenic parents for F1 and F2, and by 

crossing several brother-sister F2 pairs. This inbred crossing of F2 would be continued 

for many generations which would result in RIL that are genetically identical to one or 

the other progenitor's alleles [60]. Thus, RIL has one huge advantage which is the 

https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/n5zPK+3imHH
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/qecQD
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/n5zPK+3imHH
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/B8iCz
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/5kgaw
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/D3Bk9
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/VcJJz
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greater mapping resolution. This is due to a denser breakpoints compared to any cross 

that has only one meiosis event [61]. On the other hand, MPP starts with k highly-inbred 

founder strains, and creates individuals who are genetic mosaics of the founders after n 

generation cross [49]. As a result, with crossing of multiple founder strains, MPP allows 

for a more complete view of genetic variations as the number of natural haplotypes 

segregating at any given gene is greatly expanded, improving the resolution of QTL 

mapping studies [49]. Thus, MPP has solved the second disadvantage of QTL mapping 

discussed above.  

 Interestingly, Drosophila Synthetic Population Resource (DSPR) mapping panel, 

which is the brainchild of Dr Stuart Macdonald and Dr Anthony Long, have incorporated 

both RIL and MPP [62]. Each of the two synthetic populations of DSPR was created by 

intercrossing 8 founder lines -with 1 founder line shared between two populations- 

through 50 generations [62]. More than 1600 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) were 

created by 25 generation inbred crossing. Such a large number of generations of 

recombinants have no doubt increased mapping resolution due to the average genomic 

segment being 3cM in size [49,63]. Furthermore, the usage of 8 founder lines collected 

from across the world is also a great strength of DSPR. This allows for greater variation 

in segregating alleles to be captured which will lower the chance of missing any alleles 

due to them not being found in founder lines. As a result, the identified QTL using DSPR 

would be more representative for populations instead of just for individuals seen in 

traditional QTL mapping studies. Furthermore, since DSPR contains 8 different founder 

strains, it is also a perfect resource to address the genetic variance-heterogeneity of 

complex traits.  

https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/1wEGc
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/D3Bk9
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/D3Bk9
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/on2WW
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/on2WW
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/gHOmI+D3Bk9
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IV. Non-coding regulatory elements contribution to complex traits:  

In addition to causal genes' direct contribution to complex traits variation through 

changing the proteins [64], non-coding genetic variants can also participate in driving 

the variations of these traits as regulatory elements [11,65,66]. In fact, a widely held 

current belief is that variation in complex traits is often due to variation in the gene 

regulation machinery [19,67–71], and especially cis-acting factors that control gene 

expression in specific tissues or developmental time points that determine traits [2]. 

These varied regulatory elements control gene expression by binding transcription 

factors to enhancers, but those binding events can only take place if the local chromatin 

configuration is open in the particular tissue or timepoint important for that trait. Thus, 

we argue that knowing the genome-wide landscape of variation in chromatin 

accessibility in a large number of tissues would be valuable for complex trait studies.  

Until recently, non-coding regions with regulatory function have been difficult to 

identify at scale, but genome-wide profiling of open chromatin regions using 

experimentally straightforward ATAC-seq (Assay for Transposase Accessible 

Chromatin) approach [72] have allowed characterization of chromatin state in large 

panels of genotypes [73,74]. ATAC-seq uses Tn5 transposase to insert sequencing 

adapters , and to cut the DNA at regions of accessible chromatin.  In contrast, if the 

DNA regions are not accessible, steric hindrance would prevent the binding of Tn5. As a 

result, only open chromatin regions are probable allowing for amplification and high-

throughput sequencing of DNA fragments located at open chromatin regions [72]. An 

https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/kadPr
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/3hYPM+utwlY+5Ps5K
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/8v7Zz+CX9qD+3oKjd+7iobM+wkxti+Xl9yk
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/gqaqb
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/EtNom
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/8n61n+lAWcu
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/EtNom
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example schematic of ATAC-seq is shown in figure intro.1 . Then, ATAC-seq "peaks" 

are called using the ATAC-seq DNA sequence reads pileup. These chromatin 

accessibility “peaks" which vary across tissue and genotypes are of potentially even 

great value, as these polymorphic chromatin configurations could presage variation in 

complex traits. 

 

V. Chromatin accessibility in cis and in trans: 

  Normally, 75-90% of genomic DNA exists as densely compacted nucleosome 

arrays, which are bent sequences of DNA wrapping tightly around histones [75,76]. 

These nucleosome structures act as a barrier to prevent the binding of RNA 

polymerase[77–80], and most transcription factors [81,82]. DNA wrapped in a 

nucleosome also prevents repair, recombination complexes [76]. Furthermore, 

nucleosomes can also recruit other proteins through interaction with the histone tail 

domains [83]. Thus, the nucleosome must be evicted resulting in a nucleosome free 

DNA region (open chromatin regions) so that they can participate in regulation of gene 

expression allowing the binding of polymerase or transcription factors. These open 

chromatin regions are the regulatory elements that I am interested in for the reasons 

discussed in the previous section.  

 Given the importance of nucleosome free DNA regions, great effort has been 

spent to elucidate the mechanism of nucleosome eviction. It has been shown that DNA 

sequences can bend differently depending on their nucleotide sequences [84–86]. 

Consequently, nucleosome stability is greatly dependent on histone affinity to specific 

https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/XByYa+VPnHo
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/0CHr5+kHDS8+hQ245+vToWW
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/PJOjN+QbuDV
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/VPnHo
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/RuYE9
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/WmVdu+uDIk7+1BkAT
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DNA sequences [87,88] which can be 1000 fold or greater [89]. Thus, the less affinity 

there is between histone and DNA sequence, the less stable a nucleosome is. 

Therefore, the resulting openness of chromatin due to nucleosome eviction can be in cis 

due to substantial DNA sequence reference. However, others argue that the histone 

DNA sequence reference might not be too meaningful [76]. It has been shown that 

nucleosome positions can be regulated in trans by ATP-dependent nucleosome 

remodeling complexes [90,91]. Thus, it is important to elucidate the cis and trans nature 

of open chromatin regions since they regulate gene expression differently. An example 

for nucleosome eviction in cis and in trans is shown in the figure intro.2 left using an 

allele of isogenic A4 genotype.  

 

VI. Major shortcomings in the field: 

Among the model organisms, Drosophila melanogaster is one of the most widely 

used model organisms in complex trait fields due to their fast life cycle (~2 weeks), well-

characterized reference genome, and a vast-array of specific developed genetic tools. 

Furthermore, given the ease of use of ATAC-seq and the importance of characterizing 

complete complex trait loci, there have been at least 14 papers that utilize the ATAC-

seq to characterize open chromatin regions in Drosophila melanogaster. However, there 

are three major shortcomings of these studies. The first is that they primarily focus on 

embryo samples with only 5 studies utilizing third instar larvae [92–94], adult gut [95], 

and adult testes [96]. Thus, the utility of identified open chromatin regions are limited, 

and may not apply to adult tissues and/or phenotypes.  

https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/T7Azh+49mBd
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/yPble
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/VPnHo
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/ePiWM+6LNQR
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/sOPX3+OPl5u+Fa9oI
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/YDEj7
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/P16Yx
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One example is the study on distinct expression characteristics found in genes 

with promoters that have a TATA box or pausing elements for RNA polymerase II (Pol 

II)  [97].  Both of these promoters play an active role in regulation of gene expression 

[97–103]. In fact, Pol II pausing has been shown to be involved in regulating 

transcriptional activation [104]. As a result, genes with Pol II pausing elements are 

highly regulated during development [98,99,105], and mediate synchronous gene 

expression between cells [106,107]. In contrast, TATA box is found to be a core player 

in the gene promoter which directly controls transcription [108]. Therefore, genes 

containing TATA promoters are often associated with high expression variability [109–

111], and are highly enriched among effector genes [103,112,113], which have been 

shown to be associated with complex traits [114]. Thus, the study on distinct expression 

characteristics between genes with Pol II pausing and TATA promoters is an important 

first step to further elucidate the mechanisms behind polymorphic gene expression in 

complex traits as both promoters are involved directly with gene expression 

regulation.  However, in the study [115], the authors only utilized embryos to 

characterize differential chromatin accessibility between two promoter groups. 

Furthermore, tissue specificity of chromatin accessibility between two promoter groups 

is inferred using only embryonic tissue (tissue collected from embryo). Thus, such a 

study, while showing valuable polymorphic chromatin accessibility between two 

promoter groups, can't illustrate the complete picture on differential chromatin state 

landscape between these two promoter groups given the differences between embryo 

stage and adult stage, which is skipped.  

https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/bsTJW
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/bsTJW+iLmsn+EEykh+aTS2p+Jlyoc+7wZg3+kD8Rg
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/wHnm1
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/EEykh+iLmsn+TSKjf
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/HAJpX+juCzv
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/7y2Mf
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/bmWSw+mf1LM+gOO62
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/bmWSw+mf1LM+gOO62
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/HU2bD+AYShQ+kD8Rg
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/Nnvm4
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/cfscP
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The second major shortcoming is that the majority of Drosophila studies have 

focused on a single genotype (or cell line), have used different mutant backgrounds, or 

have employed a small number of wildtype strains that lack a high-quality genome 

sequence [92–95,116–118]. Furthermore, none of these genotypes are of the 

Drosophila melanogaster reference strain, against which the resulting ATACseq reads 

are subsequently aligned. As a result, they completely ignore the considerable number 

of SNPs, short insertion/deletion variants, and a wide array of structural variants (SVs) 

distinguishing any pair of Drosophila strains [119]. This has two major issues. The first 

is the possible misalignment caused by the effect of SVs on read coverage which has 

been well-documented leading to incorrect inference of coverage [120]. As outlined in 

Mahmoud et al., structural variants cause complication in read mapping due to their size 

compared to the read size, repeated patterns in copy number variant, or the overlapping 

of multiple SVs in the same regions [120]. All of these may cause the mapped reads to 

be of low quality and to be thrown out subsequently as the result which would cause 

incorrect calculation of read coverage. In fact, this issue was observed with RNAseq 

data [121]. Another issue of using non-reference strains which are aligned only to the 

reference genome is that it is not possible to analyze genetic and phenotypic variation in 

chromatin accessibility (as measured by ATAC-seq). This can be observed in the 

results of hundreds of QTL mapping and GWAS studies which explains a small portion 

of trait heritability [1,122]. One hypothesis for this is that many hidden variants, such as 

SNPs, or SVs, make significant contributions to complex trait variation despite being 

rare in nature [122,123]. Thus, using non-reference strains which don't have known 

genome assemblies will not be as valuable in elucidating the actual genotypic and 

https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/sOPX3+OPl5u+Fa9oI+YDEj7+KV7N7+rirhW+DUlH2
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/3Anam
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/h0YG0
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/h0YG0
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/GlO9Z
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/Nht4+8cjWM
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/8cjWM+MbRa7
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phenotypic variants observed in complex traits due to missing information on genome 

variations.  

In summary, while those studies do produce ATAC-seq landscapes for their 

respective samples, I would argue that those are not representative and potentially 

incorrect. This is, firstly, due to their lack of representative usage of tissues from 

different developmental cycles. Furthermore, they fail to account for the false positive 

effect of structural variant on inference of open chromatin regions due to SV effect on 

read mapping errors. These false positive rates can sometimes reach 50% or more as 

will be shown in my first paper. Lastly, the lack of consideration toward diploid nature of 

species effectively disallows characterization of trans-acting open chromatin regions. 

Thus, while the current studies which utilizes ATAC-seq to characterize open chromatin 

regions do produce a landscape of TFBS for their respective samples. Such landscapes 

are nowhere near being representative to the species.  

 

VII. Thesis aims and methods: 

 As an effort to elucidate the "missing heritability", the first aim of this thesis is to 

characterize a genome-wide landscape of regulatory elements by identifying open 

chromatin regions using ATAC-seq. Furthermore, we also address the first two major 

shortcomings of the field by performing ATAC-seq on multiple tissue samples collected 

from multiple genotypes from DSPR [119] which have reference genome quality 

assembly and identified structural variants. Here, we carry out a biologically-replicated 

ATACseq experiment to characterize chromatin accessibility in four adult tissues in 

https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/3Anam
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seven highly-characterized isogenic genotypes of D. melanogaster [119]. Similar to the 

discussion above on how ATAC-seq is used to identify open chromatin regions, we 

expect to identify different open chromatin peaks. Furthermore, inspired by the quantile 

normalization method used in microarray studies, we perform genome wide 

normalization for the ATAC-seq reads. Statistical analysis will be carried out to identify 

polymorphic peaks that differ in coverage by tissue, by genotype, and by 

genotype:tissue interaction. As the seven founder lines that we use are highly isogenic 

and contain fully characterized structural variants [119], we can correct for SVs effect on 

coverage due to mis-mapped read pairs in order to correctly infer open chromatin 

configurations. Lastly, as all seven founder strains also have complete SNP profiles, we 

can also identify a set of causal cis-acting SNPs/SVs that are linked to polymorphic 

peaks. In conclusion, I believe that our results would be valuable representative profiles 

of polymorphic open chromatin regions as we have included tissues from two 

developmental stages of D. melanogaster (embryo imaginal disc and adult tissues), and 

have corrected for SVs effect on reads mapping coverage. 

Furthermore, as the first study fails to include data from F1 hybrid individuals 

which is necessary to characterize trans-acting open chromatin regions, the question of 

whether those polymorphic regulatory elements are in cis- or in trans- remain 

unanswered. As a result, it is not as helpful in elucidating the mechanisms underlying 

transcriptional regulation. Thus, my second aim for the thesis would be to address the 

third shortcomings and to elucidate the cis- and trans- nature of the identified regulatory 

elements from the first study. This is done by fully characterizing cis-acting and trans-

acting open chromatin regions using ATAC-seq for ovary tissues collected from F1 

https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/3Anam
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/3Anam
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hybrid which is the result of a F0 cross between A4 genotype and B6 genotype- both of 

which are founders of the DSPR. This second study is inspired by the alternative 

method to identify trans-acting  elements as described in yeast [126,127], maize [128], 

or fruit fly [128–130]. Inspired by this alternative method, we expect that cis- and trans-

effect variations in chromatin accessibility can be dissected in the same manner using 

our ATAC-seq data. If the ratio of coverage between F1 haplotypes is different from the 

ratio of coverage between the two parents at the same polymorphic open chromatin 

regions, such difference can be attributed to the trans-acting variations. As a result, we 

would expect to identify cis-acting and trans-acting polymorphic open chromatin 

regions. These results can be valuable to the complex trait community despite the 

limited number of tissues and genotypes in use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/whONN+gG23R
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/UY8o1
https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/UY8o1+g2mfn+HRO8U
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VIII. Figures: 

 

Fig intro.1: Schematic of ATAC-seq showing Tn5 transposome 
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Fig intro.2: Schematic of approach to detect cis and trans effects on chromatin 
accessibility adapted from Connelly et al., 2014 [131]. 

(Left) examples of nucleosome evictions in trans by ATP-dependent nucleosome 
remodeling complexes (shown as a hexagon), and in cis by low affinity histone DNA 
sequence for one allele in A4 isogenic genotype. ( Middle) an example of one allele 
from B6 isogenic genotype without any nucleosome modification.  ( Right ) example of 
open chromatin region in trans and in cis. An open chromatin is in trans when there is a 
difference in chromatin accessibility in parental haploids, but there is no such difference 
between the two alleles in the diploid hybrid. An open chromatin is in cis when there is a 
difference in chromatin accessibility in parental haploids, and the cis effect is shown by 
the same difference in accessibility detected between the two alleles in diploid hybrids.  

 

https://paperpile.com/c/Rv1CIg/SPIRu
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CHAPTER 1 

Genetic Variation in Chromatin State Across Multiple Tissues in Drosophila 

melanogaster 

 

1.1 ABSTRACT  

We use ATAC-seq to examine chromatin accessibility for four different tissues in 

Drosophila melanogaster: adult female brain, ovaries, and both wing and eye-antennal 

imaginal discs from males. Each tissue is assayed in eight different inbred strain genetic 

backgrounds, seven associated with a reference quality genome assembly. We develop 

a method for the quantile normalization of ATAC-seq fragments and test for differences 

in coverage among genotypes, tissues, and their interaction at 44099 peaks throughout 

the euchromatic genome. For the strains with reference quality genome assemblies, we 

correct ATAC-seq profiles for read mis-mapping due to nearby polymorphic structural 

variants (SVs). Comparing coverage among genotypes without accounting for SVs 

results in a highly elevated rate (55%) of identifying false positive differences in 

chromatin state between genotypes. After SV correction, we identify 1050, 30383, and 

4508 regions whose peak heights are polymorphic among genotypes, among tissues, or 

exhibit genotype-by-tissue interactions, respectively. Finally, we identify 3988 candidate 

causative variants that explain at least 80% of the variance in chromatin state at nearby 

ATAC-seq peaks. 
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1.2 INTRODUCTION 

Many human complex diseases, such as heart disease and diabetes, are highly 

heritable [1] . Large high-powered Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) have 

dominated the study of such diseases over the last decade, but despite thousands of 

associations between markers and traits, the exact causative variants underlying risk 

typically remain hidden [2,3], and an appreciable fraction of heritable variation remains 

unexplained [4]. Recent papers propose that variation in human complex traits is due to 

thousands of mostly intermediate-frequency, tiny effect variants [5–7]. In contrast, QTL 

mapping studies in yeast [8,9], mouse[10–12] , and Drosophila [13] consistently map 

factors of much larger effect, with mapped QTL collectively explaining a considerable 

fraction of heritability in a cross. Efforts to fully characterize complex trait loci in model 

systems may hold the most promise for “lifting the statistical fog” [14]  associated with 

genetic mapping, and point to causative, functional alleles. 

A promising strategy for identifying causative variants at candidate genes 

identified via GWAS or QTL mapping is to focus on regions near those genes that act 

as cis-regulators of gene expression. There is now a preponderance of evidence that 

the bulk of variation in complex traits is due to regulatory variants [6,15–18] , with little 

evidence that amino acid variants explain human GWAS hits [19] . Yet, so little is 

actually known about complex traits that even this claim is debated   [19,20]. Until 

recently, non-coding regions with cis-regulatory function have been difficult to identify at 

scale, but genome-wide profiling of open chromatin regions using DNase-I HS (DNase-I 

hypersensitive sites) sequencing [21] and/or the more experimentally straightforward 

ATAC-seq (Assay for Transposase Accessible Chromatin) approach [22]  have allowed 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/XgSZ
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/iTbK+RUuT
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/fcNV
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/A7af+uqES+6LXz
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/nOOK+VFTx
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/8X2I+sZ8W+Z0WG
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/L7aY
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/zAau
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/uqES+yBHm+4qqN+Qpip+kx3y
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/5knr
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/t5Op+5knr
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/JzU5
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/paJX
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characterization of chromatin state in large panels of genotypes  [23,24]. ATAC-seq 

employs the Tn5 transposase sequencing chemistry to make an Illumina-compatible 

paired-end sequencing library using nucleosome-bound DNA as template for the 

transposition reaction. Regions of DNA bound by transcription factors or nucleosomes 

are protected from Tn5 insertion, whereas more open chromatin regions - likely 

harboring active cis-regulatory features - are associated with higher levels of sequence 

coverage. Much like RNA-seq data, open chromatin regions identified by ATAC-seq can 

vary among tissues, developmental timepoints, and genotypes [23,25–27] . In terms of 

the genetics of complex traits, chromatin features displaying variation among 

genotypes, especially in a tissue-specific manner, are of considerable interest as 

potential contributors to trait variation. 

Multiple DNase1-HS-seq and ATAC-seq studies have been carried out in 

Drosophila melanogaster [26,28–41] as well as other insects such as Anopheles 

gambiae  [42]. The majority of Drosophila studies have focused on a single genotype (or 

cell line), have compared different mutant backgrounds, or have employed a small 

number of wildtype strains that lack a high-quality genome sequence (c.f. 

[26,29,33,35,36,38,39]). In no case has the genotype queried been the Drosophila 

melanogaster reference strain (i.e., Bloomington stock 2057 or “iso1”), the strain ATAC-

seq reads are generally aligned to. There are routinely a considerable number of SNPs, 

short insertion/deletion variants, and a wide array of structural variants (SVs) 

distinguishing any pair of Drosophila strains [43] , and such events – if they are 

effectively “hidden” due to the absence of high-quality genomes for the target strains – 

may complicate the analysis of chromatin state, as has been observed with RNAseq 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/Y3WQ+VmSb
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/Y3WQ+4llK+Wqrb+Lsdi
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/Wqrb+oZTq+AftL+Psgv+yhWP+AyLP+Vvus+0uu9+wIXW+oLnE+xZHP+6idG+lQPC+7JKc+wHul
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/xqK7
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/Wqrb+AftL+Vvus+wIXW+oLnE+6idG+lQPC
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/2KMo
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data [44] . Furthermore, chromatin accessibility studies in Drosophila have focused 

principally on early embryonic stages [26,30–32,34–37,41], cell lines [28], or whole 

adults, with only five studies examining specific adult tissues or imaginal discs 

[29,33,38–40]. In terms of the complex traits that tend to be studied in the Drosophila 

research community, which are skewed towards traits measured in adults and larvae 

(c.f. Table 3 of [45] ), cis-regulatory elements active in imaginal discs or adult tissues 

are likely of broad interest. 

Here we carry out a biologically-replicated ATAC-seq experiment to characterize 

chromatin accessibility in four adult tissues in several highly-characterized isogenic 

genotypes of D. melanogaster [43] (throughout this paper we use genotype to refer to a 

genome wide genotype or isogenic strain). We identify a set of peaks with evidence for 

an open chromatin configuration in at least one of the tissues. Unlike previous studies, 

and inspired by the quantile normalization method deployed in microarray research [46] 

, we develop a method for normalizing ATAC-seq reads across tissues, genotypes, and 

biological replicates. We carry out statistical tests to identify ATAC-seq peaks that differ 

in coverage as a function of tissue, genotype, or that display a tissue-by-genotype 

interaction. By virtue of studying highly isogenic genotypes with reference quality de 

novo assemblies, we correct for artifacts in peak coverage due to hidden SVs. We show 

that a failure to correct for the impact of SVs can result in a high rate of peaks inferred 

as differing between genotypes, which are in fact due to mis-mapped read pairs. We 

finally identify a set of SNPs near to variable ATAC-seq peaks that potentially represent 

candidate causal cis-acting factors. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/cJfX
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/Wqrb+Psgv+yhWP+AyLP+0uu9+wIXW+oLnE+xZHP+wHul
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/oZTq
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/AftL+Vvus+6idG+lQPC+7JKc
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/HzsJ
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/2KMo
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/JEod
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1.3 RESULTS 

 

Workflow and samples: We dissected wing and eye-antennal imaginal discs from 

male third instar larvae, and brains and ovaries from adult females, for eight Drosophila 

Synthetic Population Resource [47] founder strains. All eight have been re-sequenced 

using short-read sequencing [48], while seven have extremely well characterized, 

reference-quality genomes [43]. For each tissue and genotype combination we obtained 

three biological replicates. The eight genotypes chosen are highly inbred and represent 

a world-wide sampling of variation within the species (see S1.1 Fig and S1.1 Table). 

Dissected samples were immediately processed to make indexed ATAC-seq libraries 

[22]  and sequenced to obtain 20-147 million Illumina paired-end reads per sample 

(mean=73M, SD=21M). Reads were aligned to the D. melanogaster reference genome 

(dm6) and pooled across genotypes, but within tissues, to identify open chromatin 

“peaks'' located throughout the euchromatic genome using MACS2 [49]. Individual 

replicate/genotype/tissue samples were separately normalized to obtain a weighted 

coverage at each identified peak. Finally, we utilized reference quality assemblies for 

the seven assembled strains to correct read coverage statistics for the presence of 

nearby polymorphic structural variants (SVs) and carried out statistical tests at peaks to 

identify chromatin structures that varied among the four tissues, the seven genotypes, 

or exhibited a tissue-by-genotype interaction. Our general workflow is depicted in 

Supplementary Figure S1.2 and read mapping statistics for each sample are given in 

Supplementary Table 1.4. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/stV8
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/mP1e
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/2KMo
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/paJX
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/xkPM
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ATAC-seq identifies open chromatin regions across four tissues in the 

Drosophila genome: Peaks were filtered to only include those in euchromatin regions 

(see S1.2 Table) that were also significantly enriched above background at p<0.01 as 

defined by MACS2. After filtering, we identified 25464, 18111, 18496, and 17413 

euchromatic peaks for adult female brain, ovary, eye-antennal imaginal disc and wing 

imaginal disc tissue, respectively. Venn diagrams showing peaks shared among tissues 

for the set of peaks enriched at p<0.01 and at p<0.001 (Fig 1.1A) are qualitatively 

similar, supporting the idea that the significance threshold for enrichment that is 

employed only subtly impacts the collection of peaks we consider. The Venn diagram at 

p<0.01 (Fig 1.1A) shows that although peaks shared among tissues are not uncommon 

– 9.8%, 7.5%, and 17.2% of the total collection of peaks are shared by all four, three, or 

two tissues, respectively – 65.6% of the peaks are private to a single tissue. Brain tissue 

exhibits the highest number of private ATAC-seq peaks, but even the pair of disc 

tissues – which one might naively think would be the most similar of our target tissue 

types – have appreciable numbers of private peaks, highlighting the value of tissue-

specific chromatin characterization. 

For each peak, within each tissue, we characterized fold enrichment (a measure 

of peak “height” based on read count in the peak relative to the local background [49] ) 

to explore whether the properties of the peaks we identify resemble those observed in 

previous studies. Figure 1.1B, depicting fold enrichment for the brain, shows that the 

vast majority of peaks (>90%) have fold enrichments of less than 5. We observed the 

same trends for the four other tissues (see S1.3A, S1.4A, and S1.5A Figs). This 

observation is consistent with results from DNase1-HS-seq experiments [50,51]  and 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/xkPM
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/tSUs+J2RH
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other ATAC-seq datasets [52,53] . We further examined the distribution of fold 

enrichment as a function of distance from transcription start sites (TSSs) for brain 

peaks, as TSSs often exhibit strong enrichment patterns [54,55] . Figure 1.1C shows 

fold-enrichment as a function of distance from the TSS for the female brain (S3B, S4B, 

and S1.5B Figs for the other tissues). The patterns we see largely mirror other studies 

[52,54,55] . We finally examined average fold enrichment as a function of HOMER 

annotation type (Fig 1.1D depicts female brain). Fold enrichments are strongest for 

5’UTR, TSS, and perhaps transcription termination sites (TTS). Enrichments are more 

subtle for other feature types, although for all feature types there was clearly a subset of 

peaks with strong fold enrichment scores. The same trend in peak enrichment with 

regard to feature types can also be observed in other tissues (S1.3C, S1.4C, and S1.5C 

Figs). Overall, properties of the ATAC-seq peaks observed for our four target tissues 

are comparable to those observed in the Drosophila literature [56] , giving us confidence 

that the peaks of this study are robustly inferred. Finally, there is some suggestion that 

more highly enriched peaks (e.g., those near TSSs) tend to be more likely to be shared 

among tissues. Supplementary Figure 1.6 shows the degree of peak sharing among 

tissues as a function of the feature type that peak is located in.  

Our next goal was to obtain a common set of genomic locations (or loci) at which 

statistical tests to evaluate variation in chromatin accessibility over genotypes and/or 

tissues could be carried out. To do this we merged peaks (i.e., the single base position 

where coverage peaked) over all tissues and genotypes that were within 200-bp of one 

another, and whose MACS2-defined boundaries overlapped. In contrast, peaks that 

were separated by more than 200-bp were not merged even if their MACS2 boundaries 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/sZXD+EORb
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/JP6x+yzHA
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/sZXD+JP6x+yzHA
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/0Gz2
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overlapped. To illustrate the merging procedure Figure 1.2 (top panel) depicts a 

representative ~30kb region centered on the gene hairy (a gene contributing to 

embryonic segmentation and peripheral neurogenesis) showing peaks called separately 

for each of the four tissues, as well as the consensus set of peaks with adjacent peaks 

merged (the “all tissues” track; see methods). Red hashes show the location of each 

peak, and horizontal black bars depict the entire peak interval from MACS2. The lower 

panel zooms in on a smaller 10kb region with a more detailed depiction of the raw 

coverage data (the y-axis is fold enrichment). As with typical ATAC-seq datasets we 

often see a strong peak near the TSS that is consistently identified across tissues. In 

contrast, for non-TSS peaks, MACS2 boundaries may only sometimes overlap 

depending on the tissue. The lower panel illustrates how our heuristic merges peaks 

close to one another across tissues to define a single peak location (red hashes). The 

heuristic gives a single “all tissues” location for the peak associated with the TSS of 

hairy, despite the peak position varying slightly among tissues. Furthermore, consider 

the region downstream of the 3’ UTR of hairy, the MACS2 boundaries (indicated by the 

black bars) for two peaks overlap for ovaries, but not for the two disc tissues, and the 

six peaks each have different locations. Despite the MACS2 boundaries overlapping in 

ovaries, the raw coverage clearly suggests two peaks. As those peaks are greater than 

200bp apart, the heuristic calls two peaks and further merges the positions of those two 

peaks across tissues. An algorithm that merges peaks based on overlapping 

boundaries, especially when data is collected from multiple tissues, would merge these 

two peaks (since their boundaries overlap), despite evidence they are separate. Based 

on visual inspections of the fold-enrichment profiles for many other regions (not shown) 
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we observe many such instances where merging peaks based on overlapping MACS2 

boundaries, especially those observed only in a subset of tissues, seems misleading, 

whereas keeping the peaks separate appears correct. 

 

Normalizing coverage corrects for sample-to-sample variation and the presence 

of structural variants: Different samples yield different numbers of raw reads. 

Additionally, histograms of ATAC-seq fragment lengths show a characteristic periodicity 

representing nucleosome free DNA, mono-nucleosome bound DNA, di-nucleosome 

bound DNA, and so on (see Figure 1.2 of [22]  and S1.7 Fig for convenience). Figure 

1.3, depicts the distribution of raw fragment lengths for two biological replicates of brain 

tissue ATAC-seq from the A4 strain in red (i.e., independent tissue dissections and 

library preps). It is evident that replicate 2 has more nucleosome bound DNA than 

replicate 1. We hypothesize that such differences might arise from subtle differences in 

sample prep that result in different rates of disassociation of nucleosomes from DNA, 

and this sample-to-sample variation is likely challenging to experimentally control for. To 

allow comparisons across tissues and genotypes we normalized each sample so that 

the genome-wide distribution of fragment sizes are identical (see methods) using an 

approach akin to the quantile normalization technique used extensively in the context of 

gene expression [57]. Our normalization results in a weight being assigned to each 

fragment and by working with those weights, as opposed to raw fragment counts, 

histograms have identical fragment size distributions across all samples (Fig 1.3, blue 

curves). This normalization allows for straightforward statistical testing between tissues 

and genotypes. Supplementary Figure 1.8 depicts the distribution of fragment lengths 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/paJX
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/7ceE
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across the 96 samples of this study prior to normalization and the removal of one 

sample due to low data quality. 

A second concern often ignored in ATAC-seq analysis, that can make it difficult 

to compare samples across genotypes, is the presence of structural variants that could 

masquerade as polymorphisms in chromatin structure. ATAC-seq data obtained from 

different genotypes are generally aligned to a single reference genome, and a 

polymorphic structural variant near an ATAC-seq peak can result in unaligned reads, 

which will present as a local drop in coverage, and lead to the incorrect inference of 

more closed chromatin in that region of the genome. The eight genotypes examined in 

this study are highly isogenic and seven are associated with reference quality de novo 

assemblies, putting us in the unique position of being able to correct for polymorphic 

structural variants. We correct for SVs by excluding all fragments across all samples 

that span a structural variant present in any of the several assembled samples. 

We illustrate the impact of correcting for SVs on wing disc ATAC-seq data for a 

10kb region around the rpr gene (a gene important in programmed cell death) for two 

genotypes (B6 in brown, A4 in green), B6 harbors a ~17kb mdg1 transposable element 

~5kb upstream of the TSS of rpr (Fig 1.4A). In the uncorrected for SVs wing disc 

dataset, there is an apparent difference in chromatin configuration near the mdg1 

insertion. But after correcting for reads mis-mapped due to the mdg1 insertion it 

appears that such an inference is incorrect and the lower coverage in the B6 genotype 

is largely due to mis-mapped reads associated with the mdg1 TE. Although, even after 

correcting for the mdg1 insertion, there does appear that there is a subtle difference in 

chromatin structure to the right of its location. Interestingly, this region contains two 
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other SVs (a 2.8 kb F insertion in A4 and a 111bp deletion in B6) that do not impact 

chromatin structure inferences. 

Figure 1.4B depicts a second example of an ATAC-seq peak in the first intron of 

the Mef2 gene, whose product is crucial in myogenesis [58] . The top panel shows a 

45kb region centered on the Mef2 gene, while the bottom panel zooms in on a 550bp 

region entirely contained within the first intron showing coverage for brain samples with 

and without SV correction. In the SV-uncorrected data, this peak significantly varies by 

genotype with a -log10(FDR p-value) of 3.7. Seven of the genotypes exhibit a relatively 

open chromatin configuration, while A4 (in dark green) exhibits lower coverage in a 

region that contains a TE insertion. In a typical experiment, where the existence of the 

TE insertion would be unknown, and “hidden” from short read callers, the effect on read 

mapping of the TE would not have been corrected for, and we would have incorrectly 

inferred a genetic difference in chromatin accessibility. After SV correction, the ATAC-

seq peak is not identified as being polymorphic. It is important to note that our correction 

acts by masking regions close to SVs in non-SV containing samples, so our proposed 

solution is far from perfect.  But uncharacterized structural variants in non-reference 

genotypes can clearly cloud the interpretation of ATAC-seq datasets (as we show 

below). 

Although both panels of Figure 1.4 illustrate transposable elements, other 

structural variants can impact read mapping. Supplemental Figure 1.9 depicts a 

polymorphic 1.9kb deletion relative to the reference in strain A4 in the first intron of the 

Abl gene. The deletion knocks out two ATACseq peaks, but if only mapping short reads 

to the reference strain, A4 would appear to have a closed chromatin configuration.   

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/yxsS
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ANOVA identifies polymorphic chromatin structures: For every merged-peak in the 

euchromatic genome we carried out an ANOVA to determine if chromatin accessibility 

varies across Tissues, Genotype, or their interaction (T:G). We carried out this analysis 

for data either corrected or uncorrected for polymorphic structural variants for the seven 

genotypes with reference genomes. As the statistical analysis involved roughly sixty-

eight thousand peaks and three p-values for each peak (Tissue, Genotype, and their 

interaction) we convert p-values to a false discovery rate and consider a test significant 

if the FDR is less than 0.5%. Table 1.1 gives the number of significant chromatin profile 

differences by factor, and Figure 1.5A shows tissue overlap using a Venn diagram. A 

robust observation is that for the SV-corrected data, close to 100% of all peaks display 

differences in chromatin features among the four tissues we examine. Of the peaks 

showing differences between tissues ~84% are not significant for a genotype or tissue 

by genotype interaction (Fig 1.5A). Thus, chromatin features are far more likely to vary 

among tissues than genotypes. Although differences between genotypes are far less 

frequent than differences between tissues, we still identify roughly 1000 such peaks 

(Table 1.1). Interestingly we identify roughly four times as many tissue by genotype 

interactions than simple genotype specific peaks. Finally, we created Manhattan plots 

for all ANOVA tests, and observe that SV-corrected “hits” are largely uniformly 

distributed throughout the euchromatic genome with no evidence for “hotspots” (S1.10 

Fig), although perhaps there is a tendency for an increased rate of significant genotype 

hits nearer centromeric regions (despite aggressive filtering for euchromatin only 

regions). 
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Since we carried out ANOVA on both SV corrected and uncorrected data, we can 

assess the impact of failing to correct for SVs on inference. There is considerable 

overlap in those peaks showing tissue-only effects between the uncorrected and SV-

corrected datasets (Fig 1.5C). In contrast, we observe many fewer ATAC-seq peaks 

following SV correction in the genotype and tissue-by-genotype peak sets (Fig 1.5B & 

1.5D): Of the peaks identified in the uncorrected analysis, 55% for the genotype-only 

set, and 21% for the tissue-by-genotype set are eliminated by correcting for SVs. We 

more carefully examined the peaks eliminated by SV correction (n=1441 genotype-only, 

n=4041 tissue-only, n=1382 interaction) to determine what might be driving their 

disappearance (Table 1.2). The vast majority of these peaks - 89%, 99%, and 90% for 

genotype, tissue, or the interaction, respectively - are either completely contained within 

an SV or are within 800bp of an SV boundary (Table 1.2). The location of these peaks 

suggests that they are purely the result of incorrect mapping of short sequencing reads 

from a non-reference genotype to a common reference genome. The remaining 

genotype- and interaction-only peaks that disappear following SV correction, but that 

are greater than 800bp from an SV, appear to be excluded by just failing to survive 

thresholds. Either they are eliminated by having their average coverage drop just below 

our threshold of 50 following SV-correction, or by just failing to reach our 0.5% FDR 

threshold in the SV corrected dataset (S1.11 Fig).  Failing to correct for SVs during 

ATAC-seq peak calling - as is the norm when de novo genome assemblies are not 

available for the target strains - will generate large numbers of false positive peaks that 

do not, in truth, impact chromatin accessibility. 
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Supplementary Figure 1.12 depicts false positive differences between genotype, 

tissues, or a genotype by tissue interaction as a function of the SV-type corrected for, 

and if the ATACseq peak is inside the SV or instead within 800-bp of an SV. In the case 

of indels, for example, an ATACseq peak could be contained within a deletion present 

only in one of the non-reference strains. In contrast, for a peak to be within a TE, that 

TE would need to be present in the reference strain and absent in the other strains 

examined, due to the way mapping to a reference genome works. Chakraborty et al. 

[43] observed 7347 TE insertions, 1178 duplication CNVs, 4347 indels, and 62 

inversions in the euchromatin genomes of DSPR strains based on de novo sequencing. 

As expected, TEs dominate false positives due to SVs within 800bp of an ATACseq 

peak, whereas INDELs dominate the landscape for peaks contained within an SV. In 

general, the likelihood of a false positive is a complex function of the type of event, its 

population frequency, and how that event presents to short read mappers relative to the 

reference genome. 

 

Examples of polymorphic chromatin structures: Figure 1.6A depicts SV-corrected 

coverage brain and ovary samples centered between the TTS of the Npc2f gene, whose 

human ortholog (NPC2 gene) is implicated in Niemann-Pick disease and Niemann-Pick 

disease type C2 due to its involvement in regulating sterol transport [59] , and the TSS 

of Kal1 gene, whose human ortholog (Anosmin-1 gene) is responsible for the X-linked 

Kallmann's syndrome [60]. We observe a genotype polymorphism in chromatin state 

with the B2 genotype (light green) exhibiting a more closed chromatin state compared to 

the other genotypes for ovary tissue (-log10(FDR p-value) = 3.6). This ATAC-seq peak is 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/2KMo
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/HE2e
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/E92y
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further polymorphic by tissue with brain tissue exhibiting a generally closed chromatin 

state. We speculate that the B2 genotype has lower expression of Kal1 in ovaries, with 

the chromatin structure impacting its TSS. Figure 1.6B depicts a polymorphic ATAC-seq 

peak located within the intron or near the TSS of the eIF4A gene (depending on 

isoform), with elF4A acting as RNA-dependent ATPase and ATP-dependent RNA 

helicase that facilitates attachment of the 40S ribosomal subunit [61] . Coverages are 

higher for A5, A7, and B3, than the other genotypes in wing disc tissue (-log10(FDR p-

value) = 3.5) with other tissues (not shown) showing similar trends in coverage. The 

location of the peak suggests a role in mediating isoform usage between genotypes via 

an alternative TSS, with the peak heights suggesting an allelic series. Figure 1.6C is an 

example of two adjacent peaks exhibiting a genotype:tissue interaction (-log10(FDR p-

value) = 4.5 and 4.4 respectively) located in intron 1 of the Eip75B gene isoform F, and 

near TSS of Eip75B gene isoform E. This gene has been shown to regulate the 

complex traits of feeding behavior, fat deposition, and developmental timing [62–64]. As 

with the example of EIF4A we speculate that this polymorphism impacts isoform usage 

via alternative TSSs. Figure 1.6D depicts four peaks polymorphic by tissue, or by 

genotype:tissue interaction, for an interesting 14kb region directly upstream of TSS of 

hairy. hairy is well studied in the context of developmental biology [65–67] and the 

genetics of complex traits [68–70] , with several cis-regulatory enhancers in this region 

playing a role in regulating the seven stripes formed in the blastoderm stage [71,72] 

.  The four ATAC-seq peaks exhibit chromatin configurations that vary among tissues (-

log10(FDR p-value) = 14.7, 17.9,10.9, and 14.9 left to right). Finally, the peak at 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/Es3t
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/5lMn+5R1d+LK50
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/akgi+IIBY+AiwA
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/5p6G+iyic+GvCF
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/ZAsT+U1xP
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chr3L:8672906 is polymorphic for a genotype:tissue interaction (-log10(FDR p-value) = 

2.3). 

 

Candidate causative SNP identification: For each of the SV-corrected peaks 

significant for a genotype or genotype:tissue interaction we estimate the proportion of 

variation in peak height explained by each SNP (or marker) within 250bp of the peak 

(Fig 1.7). We speculate that such SNPs are strong candidates for cis-regulatory factors 

that control chromatin configuration. Two caveats are that we are only examining seven 

reference genomes so our models may be over-fitted, and truly implicating events as 

causative would require gene replacement experiments. We identify and test 6707 and 

33570 SNPs located within 250bp of genotype or genotype: tissue interaction specific 

ATAC-seq peaks respectively. Out of those, there are 1253 (18.7%), and 2735 (8.1%) 

SNPs that explain greater than 80% of the variation in peak heights due to Genotype or 

G:T respectively, an average of 6 nearby SNPs per significant peak (Table 1.3). We 

further annotate all SNPs that explain 100% of variance for functional impact. Out of 

687 SNPs that explain 100% of variance in peak height (by genotype or for a genotype: 

tissue interaction), there are a total of 22 SNPs annotated as having a high functional 

impact (i.e., missense, premature start codon, or splice variant), which is odd given that 

there is no reason to think a mutation of high functional impact on a transcribed protein 

is likely to impact a nearby chromatin configuration. The potential functional impact of 

the remaining 665 SNPs is more difficult to discern (S1.13 Fig). 
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Examples of potentially causative SNPs: Figure 1.8A depicts an ATAC-seq peak 

downstream of TTS of Bre1 isoform A and exon 4 of isoform B, a gene involved in 

regulation of Notch signaling [73–75]. Genotypes B2 and B3 are more closed in the eye 

disc and brain compared to all other genotypes (Fig 1.8A). There is a potential causal 

SNP almost centered on the peak explaining 100% and 57% of the variation in eye disc 

and brain respectively. Figure 1.8B depicts a polymorphic peak for brain and ovary in 

which the A6 (purple) genotype appears more open than the others (-log10(FDR p-

values) = 6.1 and 10.2 for genotype and G:T respectively). The peak is located in a 

intron of Ptpmeg (involved in the maintenance of axon projection [76]  and inhibition 

of  EGFR/Ras/mitogen-activated protein kinase signaling pathway during wing 

morphogenesis [77] ), as well as ~400bp downstream of TTS of mthl9 (whose gene 

subfamily plays important role in Drosophila development, stress response, and 

regulation of life span [78]). Two nearby SNPs each explain 100% of variation in 

genotypes, and both are private to the A6. Figure 1.8C depicts a peak polymorphic by 

genotype that appears largely brain specific with A7 (pink) being more closed relative to 

other genotypes, and B2 (light-green) perhaps more open slightly downstream but not 

associated with a called peak. A nearby SNP private to A7 in the 5’-UTR (and 51bp 

downstream of a TSS) of a Nna1 isoform explains 99% variance in genotype in the 

brain. Figure 1.8D depicts potentially causal SNPs exhibiting a genotype:tissue 

interaction located upstream of two TSSs for the gene stv (involved in the chaperone 

pathway essential for muscle maintenance [78,79] ). For both peaks and tissues the A4 

(green) genotype exhibits a more closed configuration especially in the wing disc and to 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/JQVw+Ysyl+67Yo
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/3Mxl
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/frGC
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/SAod
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/SAod+OkMk
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a lesser extent the brain. A SNP private to A4 explains 81%, 95%, 55%, and 97% of the 

variance in coverage for brain and wing disc at left and right peaks respectively. 

 

1.4 DISCUSSION 

Previous ATAC-seq/DNase1-HS-seq experiments in Drosophila have focused 

almost exclusively on embryos, whole adult bodies, or cell lines, and only rarely have 

compared multiple genotypes. We carried out a replicated ATAC-seq experiment on two 

adult tissues (female brains and ovaries) and two imaginal disc tissues (wing and eye-

antennal imaginal discs) from which adult tissues are ultimately derived. It is widely 

believed that the sites that contribute to complex trait variation are likely to be regulatory 

in nature, thus chromatin features expressed in adult tissues are strong candidates to 

harbor such causative sites. Thus, we expect the data collected as part of this 

experiment will be of utility to the Drosophila complex trait community, who tend to study 

traits that manifest in adult or larval flies (c.f. Table 3 of Mackay and Huang 2018)[45], 

and see utility in our distributing coverage as a function of genotype and tissue as a 

series of Santa Cruz Genome Browser tracks (http://goo.gl/LLpoNH). We characterize 

eight highly isogenic strains of Drosophila that are a subset of the strains used to found 

the Drosophila Synthetic Population Resource [48] , with seven of those strains having 

reference quality genome assemblies levels [43] . We largely employ a standard ATAC-

seq peak calling pipeline, apart from our strategy for merging peaks within and between 

tissues, to obtain a union dataset consisting of 44099 open chromatin peaks. 

Our analyses identified approximately thirty thousand peaks that differed in 

coverage between tissues, highlighting the future need for tissue specific chromatin 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/mP1e
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/2KMo
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maps. We further identified on the order of one thousand chromatin peaks that differ 

among genotypes and five thousand that vary among genotypes in a tissue specific 

manner. Chromatin peaks that differ among genotypes associated with candidate genes 

identified via QTL mapping in DSPR [13]  or GWAS using DGRP [80] are strong 

candidates for contributing to differences in gene expression levels. Surprisingly, peaks 

displaying genotype by tissue interaction are more frequent than the genotype specific 

peaks. Such peaks represent candidates for modulating gene expression in a genotype 

dependent manner in a small subset of tissues that gene impacts. It is reasonable to 

speculate that ATACseq peaks displaying tissue by genotype interactions underlie QTL 

that appear to be tissue or complex trait specific and do not show a great deal of 

pleiotropy. 

We carried out statistical testing to identify chromatin states that vary among 

tissues, seven of the eight wild-type genotypes, and/or exhibit a tissue by genotype 

interaction (i.e., differences among genotypes varying in the tissue dependent manner). 

To facilitate statistical testing, we carried out two important data normalization steps 

unique to this study. We first developed a per sample normalization procedure that 

creates per fragment weights that control for differences between samples in the total 

number of reads, and the percentage of read pairs that are nucleosome-free, 

mononucleosomic, binucleosomic, etc. The degree to which normalization impacts 

inference depends on how similar the fragments distributions are between samples. 

Some tissues seem easily amenable to ATACseq preps, especially cell lines, in which 

case perhaps no correction is necessary. On the other hand, more difficult tissues, will 

result in larger differences in fragment size distributions, and the correction is more 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/L7aY
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/ccr4
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likely to be beneficial. Any normalization method is likely to be most useful when 

comparing genotypes within tissue, where subtle differences in ATACseq peak heights 

could be biologically meaningful. There is some risk that differences in fragment size 

distributions between tissues could be biological in origin, a problem shared among all 

between tissue normalization methods. These caveats acknowledged, the observation 

of fragment size distribution differences between biological replicates suggests that 

normalization may be beneficial. 

A second important normalization step attempted to control for false positive 

inferences due to hidden structural variants. By virtue of seven of the eight isogenic 

strains being associated with reference quality de novo assemblies [43], we control for 

the potential artifact of polymorphic structural variants creating read-alignment 

differences that in turn could masquerade as differences in chromatin configuration. We 

accomplish this by masking regions in all strains harboring a nearby SV present in any 

strain. We carried out statistical testing on datasets either ignoring or following 

correction for polymorphic SVs and estimated the potential to identify false positives in 

data sets where SVs are hidden. Failure to account for SVs does not strongly impact 

the inference of differences in coverage between tissues, but it can have a huge impact 

in terms of detecting difference in chromatin accessibility between genotypes or those 

showing a genotype by tissue interaction, where we estimate potential false positive 

rates of 48% and 19% respectively. Our method of correcting for SVs is conservative 

and consists of masking regions associated with polymorphic SVs. 

A shortcoming of our masking SVs is that we cannot perform in depth analyses 

of possible biological effects of the SVs themselves (unless they exert those effects 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/2KMo
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over distances longer than ~800bp). A potential solution would be to align reads to a 

genome private to each strain, followed by lifting those alignments over to a universal 

coordinate system to compare genotypes. Although this approach works well for SNP-

based variation in well-behaved genomic regions, we find that lift-overs tend to break 

down when structural variants distinguish strains [81], and this is especially problematic 

for events like duplications where there is not even a 1:1 mapping between genomes. 

While our method of masking SV is not perfect, it is simple to implement and can 

remove upward of 50% of false positive peaks.  

For ATAC-seq peaks that vary significantly in coverage among genotypes or that 

show a tissue by genotype interaction, we attempted to identify nearby SNPs (or 

markers) that may control that variation. It is both reasonable to suggest, and supported 

by experiments (c.f., [24,81–85] ), that alleles that control chromatin accessibility peaks 

are likely to be in cis and physically close to the peak. We identify several thousand 

such SNPs that explain more than 80% of the variation due to genotype or a genotype 

by tissue interaction for coverage, a collection likely enriched for causative 

polymorphisms, despite our over-fitting of the data. It would be of value to extend this 

approach to a much larger collection of genotypes, although such work may necessitate 

focusing on a single tissue and require more de novo genome sequences to control for 

hidden structural variants. As Crispr/Cas9/allele swapping methods continue to come of 

age in Drosophila [86–90] medium-throughput functional assays capable of confirming 

specific allele chromatin peaks interactions could alternatively be used to characterize 

alleles regulating nearby chromatin states and gene expression levels. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/LeZV
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/LeZV+VmSb+VCdy+tc6o+f0FJ+O88a
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/Oj9b+OQhp+vZ8t+tbzd+qGCg
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1.5 MATERIALS & METHODS  

 

Strains: We employed 8 of the 15 strains that serve as founders of the Drosophila 

Synthetic Population Resource (DSPR), a multiparental, advanced generation QTL 

mapping population consisting of hundreds of recombinant inbred lines [48]. These 

highly-inbred strains - A4, A5, A6, A7, B2, B3, B6, and B7 (S1.1 Table) - are a 

worldwide sample of genotypes (S1.1 Fig), and seven of the eight (excluding B7) have 

reference quality assemblies such that virtually all SVs are known [43,48] . 

 

Tissue dissection and ATAC-seq library preparation: The 8 inbred strains were 

raised and maintained in regular narrow fly vials on a standard cornmeal-yeast-

molasses media in an incubator set to 25°C, 50% relative humidity, and a 12 hour Light 

: 12 hour Dark cycle.  We isolated nuclei from four different tissues for our 8 target 

strains. (1) Adult brains (central brain + optic lobes) were dissected and pooled from ten 

1-4 day old females per replicate. (2) Ovaries were dissected and pooled from five 1-5 

day old females per replicate. (3) Wing imaginal discs were dissected and pooled from 

3-7 male wandering third instar larvae per replicate. (4) Eye-antennal imaginal discs 

were dissected and pooled from 4-7 male wandering third instar larvae per replicate. 

For each strain/tissue combination we generated 3 replicates. All dissections were 

carried out 1-9 hours after lights on, and following dissection all samples were 

immediately subjected to nuclei isolation. 

Our full protocol for ATAC-seq library construction is provided in Supplementary 

Text 1, but in brief: Animals were dissected in nuclei lysis buffer under a standard 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/mP1e
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/mP1e+2KMo
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stereoscope, and dissected tissue for a given replicate pooled into 200-µl of nuclei lysis 

buffer on ice. Each sample was then subjected to manual grinding, passed through 30-

µM filter cloth, spun down, and the supernatant removed. Subsequently, 25-µl of 

tagmentation reaction mix was added to the pellet, and incubated at 37°C for 30-min 

before freezing at −20°C. After thawing, the sample was cleaned using a MinElute PCR 

purification column (Qiagen, 28004), and an aliquot was subjected to PCR to add on 

custom, Illumina-compatible indexing oligos. Finally, samples were cleaned using a 

standard bead-based approach, quantified using a Qubit dsDNA BR kit (ThermoFisher, 

Q32850), and examined via a TapeStation 2200 using genomic DNA ScreenTapes 

(Agilent Technologies, 5067-5365 / 5067-5366). 

All 96 libraries (8 strains × 4 tissues × 3 replicates) were pooled at equal 

amounts - along with a series of other libraries that are not part of the project - and run 

over 16 lanes of an Illumina HiSeq4000 sequencer at the UCI Genomics High-

Throughput Facility collecting PE50 reads. 

 

Read processing: Adapters were trimmed from the raw reads using Trimgalore-0.4.5 

[91,92], and trimmed reads were aligned to the dm6 D. melanogaster reference genome 

[93] using bwa 0.7.8 [94] . Unmapped reads, and reads with unmapped mates were 

removed with samtools 1.3 (option -F 524 -f 2) [95] , and all non-primary reads and 

improperly aligned reads were also removed with samtools 1.3 (option fixmate -r and 

option -F 1084 -f 2). Following this, duplicate reads are removed using picard 2.18.27 

[95,96] via MarkDuplicates and REMOVE_DUPLICATES=TRUE. Only reads aligning to 

the five major chromosome arms - X, 2R, 2L, 3R, and 3L - were retained for analysis. 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/ildP+lTzF
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/B1y9
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/pTlb
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/bVpa
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/d30J+bVpa
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BAM files were corrected to reflect the actual insertion points of the Tn5 transposase 

acting as a dimer by having plus strand reads shifted +4bp and minus strand reads 

shifted −5bp as suggested in [22] . We refer to these as “corrected BAM files”. Paired 

end BED files reflecting mapped fragments were generated using bedtools 2.25.0 [97] . 

The same process was carried out for all 96 samples (8 genotypes, 4 tissues, and 3 

replicates). 

 

ATAC-seq peak calling: Corrected BAM files from all 96 samples were merged by 

tissue across replicates and genotypes, and MACS2 [49] was used to call peaks 

separately on the ovary, brain, wing disc, and eye disc. MACS2 options were -f, -p 0.01 

to set cut-off p-value for peaks to be considered significant, -B --SPMR, --no-model to 

skip any read shifting as we were using corrected BAM files, and -g was set to 

142573017, the summed length of the major chromosome arms in the dm6 genome 

release. The peak calling resulted in four ENCODE “tissue NarrowPeak files”, one for 

each tissue. 

 

Merging of peaks across tissues: Tissue NarrowPeak files were concatenated, sorted 

by chromosome and peak summit, then a custom python script grouped and averaged 

peak summit locations that were within 200 bp of one another, but greater than 200 bp 

from the nearest adjacent peak summit. Each averaged peak summit is associated with 

a minimum left interval boundary and maximum right interval boundary obtained from all 

the summit peaks contributing to an average peak. The resulting file was converted to 

ENCODE NarrowPeak format for viewing using the UCSC genome browser with "peak" 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/paJX
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/YnzU
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/xkPM
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as peak name,"1000" as peak score, "." as peak strand, "10" as peak enrichment, and "-

1" as q-value and p-value to accommodate the ENCODE NarrowPeak format, referred 

to as the “all tissue” track/peak file. Only the chromosome and the mean peak summit 

columns are used in downstream statistical analysis steps. 

 

Euchromatin peak filter and peak annotation: We choose to focus solely on 

euchromatic regions of the genome since heterochromatic regions are gene poor, 

poorly annotated, and enriched for structural variants and transposable elements. The 

euchromatin region boundaries we employ are given in Supplementary Table 1.2 and 

come from [98]. All peaks in the all tissue peak file, and the four tissue NarrowPeak files 

used in downstream analyses, include only euchromatin located peaks. 

We used HOMER v 4.11.1 [99] and the tissue NarrowPeak files separately for 

each of the four tissues to annotate each peak summit as belonging to one of eight 

exclusive groups based on their location relative to features annotated in the dm6 

reference genome: (1) transcription start site (TSS: −1000 to +100bp from the 

transcription start site), (2) transcription termination site (TTS: −100 to +1000bp from 

transcription termination site), (3) coding exons, (4) 5' UTR exon, (5) 3' UTR exon, (6) 

intronic, (7) intergenic, and (8) non-coding (referring to non-protein-coding, but 

nonetheless transcribed DNA). In the case of a peak belonging to more than one 

feature type it is assigned to a single feature type with priority according to the numeric 

order of the features in the previous sentence (i.e., TSS has priority over 5’ UTR, etc). 

Since we focus in this work on peak summits, whereas HOMER annotates a peak as 

being at the mid-points of an interval, we edited the interval associated with each peak 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/gmI3
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/hq8e
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to be the peak summit +/− 1bp. The percentages of peaks falling into each feature type 

by tissue are given in the Supplementary Table 1.3. These percentages are compared 

to the annotation types associated with one million randomly assigned peak locations. 

Comparing these percentages between tissues and/or to other studies is a measure of 

quality control. 

 

Quality control of ATAC-seq peaks: We carried out manual quality control steps on 

the dataset.  First, we generated Venn diagrams for each tissue to compare the number 

of peaks using two different cut-offs for significance in the MAC2 peak calling.  We 

compared cut-offs of -log(p-value) >= 2 and >=3 (MACS2 p-value cutoff suggestions) 

using R package VennDiagram version 1.6.20. The number of overlapping peaks were 

calculated via the mergePeak function in HOMER with option -venn on the tissue bed 

files. We forced the maximum distance between peak centers to be <=100bp for two 

peaks to be considered "overlapping". We observed the degree of overlap to be 

qualitatively similar for -log(p-value) cutoffs of either 2 or 3, as a result we employ a 

cutoff of 2 for peaks called by MACS2. 

We further created several plots using the peak fold-enrichment profiles obtained 

from MACS2. Peak fold-enrichments are a measure of read counts at peaks relative to 

the local random Poisson distribution of reads [49]. ATAC-seq peaks are typically highly 

enriched in transcription related genomic regions, such as TSS, TTS, 5' UTR, or exons 

[52,100] . We similarly examined fold-enrichment as a function of annotated region type 

to confirm our data is consistent with previous work. We similarly examined fold-

enrichment profiles as a function of distance from the nearest TSS to ensure our peaks 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/xkPM
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/sZXD+moX4
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were consistent with prior work. We also looked at the distribution of fragments lengths 

for each library to make sure libraries were not dominated by naked DNA and exhibited 

peaks associated with nucleosome bound DNA (c.f. S1.7 and S1.8 Figs). Lastly, we 

generated Manhattan plots of peak locations to ensure that they are not spatially 

clustered at a gross genomic scale. 

 

Normalization for differences between tissues and genotypes: For the jth sample 

(i.e., replicate/tissue/genotype combination) we have a “fragment file” generated from 

the corrected BAM file that is a 3-column BED file with the chromosome, corrected start 

and corrected stop base of each fragment defined by a set of paired reads. In order to 

carry out statistical tests at peaks using our replicated ATAC-seq data we normalized 

the 95 different fragment files associated with each tissue/genotype/replicate 

combination (as one sample failed a visual quality control check). Our normalization 

procedure is based on the observation that both the number of reads and the 

distribution of fragment lengths varies between samples (see Fig 1.3A and 1.3B). The 

former just reflects variation in the number of reads obtained per library, and we believe 

the latter is due to subtle differences in sample preparation that inadvertently selects for 

differing fractions of nucleosome free DNA. Our normalization consists of adding a 4th 

column to the fragment file that can be thought of as a “weight” used in all downstream 

analyses, where that weight normalizes the fragment files across the J samples. The 

weight is inspired by the “quantile normalization” method used in the field of gene 

expression [57] and is simply: wij = Ni./Nij , where Nij is the number of fragments of 

length i in the jth sample, and the “.” is the average over samples. As can be seen from 
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the unweighted and weighted histograms of Figure 1.3 these weights result in a 

distribution of fragment lengths that are identical between samples. 

With weights in hand, we calculated the weighted Coverage for each sample at 

any given position in the genome, C, as the sum of the weights of all fragments covering 

that position. We finally averaged coverage over replicates (within tissues and 

genotypes) to generate UCSC Genome browser tracks [101–104] , although the 

biological replicates were retained for statistical testing. 

 

Accounting for structural variants: In a typical ATAC-seq experiment raw reads are 

aligned to a reference genome, fragment files are derived from those alignments, and 

the resulting fragment files are perhaps normalized. However, in the case of the seven 

strains (A4,A5,A6,A7,B2,B3,B6) of this study we have complete de novo reference 

quality genome assemblies [43]. The genomes of these strains are distinguished from 

the dm6 reference by thousands of SVs, such as mobile element insertions, smaller 

insertions or deletions of DNA sequences (large enough to generally not be identified by 

standard pipelines), tandem duplications, and inversions. These “hidden” structural 

variants can impact inferences regarding chromatin structure obtained from ATAC-seq 

data assembled to a standard reference. To illustrate this issue we simulated 50bp PE 

reads from a 30kb or 32.5 kb genomic region using samtools::wgsim, with the two 

sequences being identical aside from a 2.5kb insertion of DNA sequence derived from a 

transposable element. Simulated short reads are then obtained from each region with 

an average fragment length of 400bp (standard deviation of 100 bp), similar to the 

fragment length distribution of ATAC-seq reads. Reads were mapped back to the 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/tJZf+J4U9+TVtJ+bio5
https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/2KMo
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shorter region (akin to a “reference genome”) and coverage is depicted in 

Supplementary Figure 1.14. The figure clearly shows the potential for mis-mapped 

reads associated with a polymorphic SV to create a large localized dip in sequence 

coverage (that could be interpreted as a closed chromatin structure), with the footprint 

of this phenomena likely restricted to +/- 800bp (i.e., 2 standard deviation in read length) 

around the SV. 

In the work of this paper, by virtue of seven of the genotypes examined having 

reference quality de novo assemblies, we can control for the effect of unmapped reads 

due to structural variants by removing fragments across all genotypes that span an SV 

in any given genotype. This correction is done using bedtools intersect to remove all 

reads from all fragment files that span insertion or deletion variants. For duplication 

variants, we first calculated duplicated regions by adding and subtracting the total length 

of duplication from the insertion site. Then, all reads spanning duplicated regions are 

removed. We then calculate new weights as described above, and recalculate 

coverage. 

 

Statistical testing: We carry out two ANOVA statistical tests for seven strains with 

reference qualify assemblies (A4, A5, A6, A7, B2, B3, B6) at peaks to identify those that 

differ among genotypes, tissues, or their interaction for weighted log transformed 

Coverage (lnC = ln(C+5)) after peaks with a weighted average coverage < 50 were 

dropped as: lnC  ~ geno + tissue + geno:tissue. Adding 5 to the number of counts 

makes the rare case of counts near zero less extreme relative to other strains. A False 

Discovery Rate (FDR) associated with each p-value was calculated using the p.adjust 
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function in R [105,106]. Tests with FDR adjusted p-values < 0.005 (or -log10(FDR p-

value) > 2.3) are considered significant. QQ plots and Manhattan plots were generated 

for the ANOVA results. 

We carried out statistical tests on both SV corrected and uncorrected fragment 

files. Loci significant in the SV-uncorrected data but not significant in the SV corrected 

data potentially represent false positives. We define hits unique to the SV-uncorrected 

dataset as false positives and estimate the rate of such false positives in experiments 

that do not correct for hidden SVs. Results are also represented as Venn diagrams. We 

further examined each potential false positive to determine if the ATAC-seq peak was 

actually contained within a SV (e.g., a deletion relative to the reference), was within +/- 

800bp of an SV boundary, or was >800bp from an SV (for peaks >800bp from a SV 

both F&R reads are expected to map to the reference genome and thus such peaks are 

not expected to be impacted by the correction). We finally compared the p-values 

between SV-corrected and uncorrected data for peaks >800bp from an SV to determine 

if any remaining differences were due to simple sampling error in p-values near 

significant cut-offs. 

  

Causative SNP and SV identification by random effect model: For peaks significant 

for genotype or genotype:tissue we attempted to identify SNPs within 250bp of the peak 

that could potentially explain the significant result. We accomplished this via the 

following random effects model in R::lme4 (version 1.1-23): lnC ~ (1|marker) + 

(1|marker:tis) + (1|tis) + (1|geno:marker) + (1|tis:geno:marker)  

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/1k3k+zrBb
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We estimate the proportion of variance explained by a marker as varm/[varm+ varg:m] or 

marker:tissue as varm:t/[varm:t + varg:m:t] respectively. Here marker refers to a state of a 

SNP, thus several genotypes could share the same marker state. Furthermore, since 

the strains of this study are isogenic, markers are either REF or ALT, and never 

heterozygous.  In both cases a ratio close to 100% identifies a SNP that explains all the 

variation associated with a significant peak. We similarly estimate the proportion of 

variation explained for each tissue by dropping terms involve tissue. These SNPs are 

strong candidates for being causative, with the strong caveat that only 7 genotypes are 

examined in this study, so we are almost certainly over-fitting and confirmatory 

experiments are necessary. We examine the distributions of these marker tests and 

maintain a list of polymorphisms explaining 100% of the variation associated with 

peaks. We finally annotate SNPs explaining 100% variance using SnpEff [107]and 

HOMER. In addition, a list of SNPs/SVs which individually explain less than 80% 

variance of polymorphic peaks is also provided. These SNPs/SVs potentially explain 

only a fraction of the variation in peak height, with the remaining due to other cis-acting 

or trans-acting variants. Future confirmatory experiments are even more necessary to 

confirm the causal effect of these SNPs/SVs.  

 

1.6 Data and script availability: The raw fastq files are submitted to NCBI as 

BioProject: PRJNA761571. A github containing the codes used in this work is here: 

https://github.com/Kh0iHuynh/ATAC-seq-Project. Several intermediate data tables 

resulting from different analyses are hosted here: 

https://wfitch.bio.uci.edu/~tdlong/sandvox/publications.html or 

https://paperpile.com/c/rJuvU8/bphU
about:blank
about:blank
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https://doi.org/10.7280/D1FM5F. Many of the results, such as ATAC-seq coverage 

tracks, SNPs/SVs tracks, can also be visualized as Santa Cruz Genome Browser 

(SCGB) tracks here: http://goo.gl/LLpoNH. 
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1.7 FIGURES  

 

Fig 1.1. Summary of open chromatin peaks identified across four tissues. 
(A) Venn diagram showing overlap in peak calls across tissues as a function of the p-
value cut-offs of 0.01 (left) and 0.001 (right). (B) Distribution of peak enrichment scores 
for the brain samples. (C) Peak enrichment scores as a function of distance to the 
nearest transcription start site with a smoothing line for brain samples. Insert focues on 
peaks within 10kb of the TSS showing only the smoothing line. (D) Peak enrichment 
distribution as a function of genomic feature for brain samples (TSS, transcription start 
site; TTS, transcription termination site). 
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Fig 1.2. An illustrative example of peak calling results near the gene hairy.  
(Top panel) Peaks called separately by tissue as well as a consensus set of peaks calls 
(labeled “all tissues”). Single base peaks are indicated with red hash lines with black 
bars representing uncertainty. (Bottom panel) a zoomed region showing peaks and raw 
read coverage.  
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Fig 1.3. Distribution fragment lengths before and after normalization. 
Representative examples of the raw fragment size distribution for genotype A4 and 
brain tissue for two replicates in red. The same two samples are depicted in blue 
following normalization. 
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Fig 1.4. Examples illustrating the effects of SV correction on coverage. 
(A) After correcting for a large insertion of a mdg1 transposable elements upstream of 
rpr in strain B6 (brown) the apparent difference in coverage between strains B6 and A4 
(green) is largely eliminated. (B) Correcting for the effect of a hopper TE in an intron of 
Mef2 in the A4 genotype largely eliminates an apparent difference in chromatin 
configuration. Tracks are structural variant, ATAC-seq peaks, gene, and coverage 
tracks. 
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Fig 1.5. Venn diagrams showing overlapping peaks by ANOVA categories and SV 
correction status.  
(A) Venn diagram showing overlap of regions significant (FDR < 0.5%) for Genotype 
(blue), Tissue (orange), or G:T (orchid) for the SV-corrected data. (B-D) Venn diagrams 
showing the number of peaks significant G,T, or a G:T interaction, respectively. Green 
are tests carried out without correction for known SVs, and brown after SV-correction.  
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Fig 1.6. Illustrative examples of polymorphic chromatin configuration. 
The images depict regions upstream of the TSS of Kal1 (A), upstream of the TSS of a 
Eip75B isoform (B), upstream of the TSS of a Eip75B isoform (C), and a large region 
known to harbor cis-regulatory element upstream of hairy (D). SV-corrected coverage is 
given for a subset of interesting tissue. Tracks are gene, ATAC-seq peaks, and 
coverage tracks. 
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Fig 1.7. ATAC-seq peak coverage variation explained by nearby polymorphisms.  
Peaks significant for genotype or genotype by tissue are on the left and right 
respectively. The number of sites are grouped by Minor Allele Count (MAC). 
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Fig 1.8. Illustrative examples of putatively causal SNPs:  
Regions are depicted downstream of the TTS of Bre1 (A) , downstream of the TTS of 
mthl9 (B), the 5’UTR of a Nna1 isoform (C), and upstream of the TSSs of two stv 
isoforms (D). Only shows SNPs explaining > 80% of variation in Genotype of a G:T 
interaction (blue) are depicted. Tracks are gene, SNP location, ATAC-seq peaks, and 
coverage tracks. 
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S1.1 Fig. World map showing the collection locations and color legend for all 
genotypes. 
The color legend for genotypes is also kept constant throughout the paper. This map 
was created using mapchart.net, licensed under This work is licensed under a Creative 
Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License (CC BY-SA 4.0). 
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S1.2 Fig. Workflow for ATAC-seq study. 
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S1.3 Fig. Summary statistics for peaks called for ovary samples.  
(A) Distribution of peak enrichment scores for the ovary samples. (B): Peak enrichment 
scores as a function of distance to the nearest transcription start site with a smoothing 
line for the ovary samples. Insert focuses on peaks within 10kb of the TSS and showing 
only the smoothing line. (C): Peak enrichment distribution as a function of genomic 
feature for the ovary samples.  
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S1.4 Fig. Summary statistics for peaks called for eye disc samples. 
(A) Distribution of peak enrichment scores for the eye disc samples. (B): Peak 
enrichment scores as a function of distance to the nearest transcription start site with a 
smoothing line for the eye disc samples. Insert focuses on peaks within 10kb of the TSS 
and showing only the smoothing line. (C): Peak enrichment distribution as a function of 
genomic feature for the ovary samples for the eye disc samples. 
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S1.5 Fig. Summary statistics for peaks called for the wing disc samples. 
(A) Distribution of peak enrichment scores for the wing disc samples. (B): Peak 
enrichment scores as a function of distance to the nearest transcription start site with a 
smoothing line for the wing disc samples. Insert focuses on peaks within 10kb of the 
TSS and showing only the smoothing line. (C): Peak enrichment distribution as a 
function of genomic feature for the wing disc samples. 
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S1.6 Fig. Peak sharing among tissues as a function of feature type. 
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 S1.7 Fig. Fragment length distribution and the nucleosome binding configuration 
depicted by the fragment length. 
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S1.8 Fig. Fragment length distribution for all replicates, tissues, and genotypes.  
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S1.9 Fig. A polymorphic deletion relative to the reference leads to the incorrect 
inference of close chromatin in strain A4. 
Tracks are gene, ATAC-seq peaks (A), and SNP/InDel location, ATAC-seq peaks, and  
coverage tracks (B). 
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S1.10 Fig. Manhattan plots showing that significant (FDR < 0.005) peaks do not 
show strong evidence for spatial clustering throughout the genome.  
(A): Manhattan plot for significant peaks by genotype. (B): Manhattan plot for significant 
peaks by tissue. (C): Manhattan plot for significant peaks by genotype and tissue 
interaction. 
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S1.11 Fig. -log(FDR adjusted p-value) scatterplot comparison between SV-
corrected data and SV-uncorrected data for false positive peaks that falls outside 
of SV affected regions.  
Red dashed lines showing -log(p-value) = 2.3 for SV-uncorrected (horizontal) and SV-
corrected (vertical). Sampling variation likely drives the observed differences, as hits 
tend to be just beyond the significance level in the uncorrected dataset. 
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S1.12 Fig. Number of false positive significant peaks within structural variants 
(left) and within 800bp of the structural variants (right) by statistical test carried 
out (Genotype, Tissue, or Genotype by Tissue).  
Variant types are deletion relative to reference (DEL), insertion due to TE (TE-INS), 
non-TE insertions (Other-INS), inversion (INV), or copy number variant (CNV). The 
categories are non-exclusive as multiple SV events could be close to an ATAC-seq 
peak, especially since we integrate over all strains. 
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S1.13 Fig. SnpEff annotation for causative SNPs that explain 100% variation.  
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S1.14 Fig. Example showing the effect of structural variant on inferred fragment 
coverage.  
The green track depicts the reference 2kb sequence with the pink track depicting a non-
reference 2.5kb transposon insertion (not drawn to scale) at the location of the red 
dash. The bottom plot depicts the coverage of reference (green) or non-reference 
sample aligned to the reference genome. The stars depict short read (forward and 
reverse reads) pairs and dashed lines the fragments created by read pairs. Chimeric 
fragments with one read in the TE insertion are mis-mapped, resulting in strong dips in 
read coverage at locations close to the TE insertion site. 
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1.8 TABLES 

Table 1.1: Number of peaks showing significant variation at an FDR of 0.5% 

Statistical Test SV-corrected SV-uncorrected 

Genotype 1050 2456 

Tissue 30383 34361 

Genotype:Tissue 4508 5792 

Total 31769 36059 
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Table 1.2: Number of peaks that are only significant in SV uncorrected data as a 
function of statistical test and distance from nearest SV. 
 

Statistical Test Number of Peaks 

  within ±800bp > ±800 bp Total 

Genotype 801 481 159 1441 

Tissue 2282 1736 23 4041 

Genotype:Tissue 639 599 144 1382 
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Table 1.3: Number of SNPs within 250 bp and explaining >=80% of the variation in 
coverage for peaks significantly varying by Genotype or G:T. 
 

 

Peaks that vary by: 

Tissue Genotype Genotype:Tissue 

Genotype 1253 NA 

G:T NA 2735 

Brain 1620 6485 

Ovary 1299 5441 

Eye Disc 1401 6780 

Wing Disc 1465 7385 

Total Tests 6707 33570 
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S1.1 Table: Details of the eight strains examined in this study.  
All eight strains are P-element and Wolbachia free, were brother sister mated for up to 
18 generations, and are highly isogenic [48].  Each strain, bar B7, is associated with a 
reference quality de novo genome assembly [43]. The Stock Number is the Bloomington 
(‘b’) or Tucson/San Diego (‘t’) Drosophila Stock Center code, although these strains are 
no longer available from these centers. The stock Full Name, if any, is also given. 
 

Name 
Stock 

Number 
Full 

Name 
Collection details 

A4 b.3852 KSA 2 Koriba Dam, Zimbabwe, 1963 

A5 b.3875 VAG 1 Athens, Greece, 1965 

A6 b.3886 
Wild 
5B 

Red Top Mountain, Georgia, USA, 1966 

A7 
t.14021-
0231.7 

- Ken-ting,Taiwan, 1968 

B2 b. 3846 CA 1 Cape town, South Africa, 1954 

B3 b.3864 QI 2 Israel, 1954 

B6 
t.14021-
0231.1 

- Ica, Peru, 1956 

B7 
t.14021-
0231.4 

- Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 1962 
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S1.2 Table: Euchromatin boundaries employed in this work (dm6 coordinates). 

Chromosome 
Euchromatin 

Start 
Euchromatin End 

2L 82455 22011009 

2R 5398184 24684540 

3L 158639 22962476 

3R 4552934 31845060 

X 277911 22628490 
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S1.3 Table: Raw euchromatin peak count by tissue for each feature type. The 
Genome column is the percent of each feature type in the genome. 
 

Feature Brain Ovary Eye Disc Wing Disc Genome 

Total count 25464 18111 18496 17413 na 

TSS 27.90% 39% 37.50% 38.20% 16.20% 

TTS 8.60% 10.50% 10.30% 10.20% 11.30% 

Exon 2.90% 3.70% 3.10% 3.30% 12.90% 

5' UTR 1.60% 1.70% 2.10% 2.20% 1.30% 

3' UTR 0.80% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 2.00% 

Intron 39.50% 30.90% 30.50% 30.00% 36.70% 

Intergenic 17.70% 12.30% 14.40% 14.10% 18.80% 

non-coding 
RNA 

1.00% 0.80% 1.10% 1.10% 0.90% 
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S1.4 Table: Mapping statistics 

Genotype tissue replicate N map read pairs 
N Q30 

mapped 
Pass 
QC 

N 
euchromatin 

Q30 

N 
euchromatin 

Q30 SV 
correct 

 

 

 

 
A4 BR 1 71771158 52274422 pass 44045024 39906836  

A4 BR 2 62368290 48936438 pass 39888632 35951940  

A4 BR 3 75783419 53540250 pass 46957102 42648788  

A5 BR 1 93960376 66682740 pass 60104462 54641732  

A5 BR 2 104946756 78893144 pass 69588914 63294036  

A5 BR 3 74716529 61709316 pass 54206298 49143044  

A6 BR 1 60036748 35474110 pass 30280784 27372406  

A6 BR 2 50750255 39838160 pass 34505018 31120250  

A6 BR 3 69539697 47686952 pass 41529350 37706314  

A7 BR 1 81170471 65444566 pass 56952234 51674972  

A7 BR 2 95112122 76447960 pass 64960418 59009104  

A7 BR 3 81603713 56964342 pass 51014078 46486386  

B2 BR 1 98211903 81500160 pass 71810664 65186390  

B2 BR 2 59244102 50617958 pass 44335324 40220006  

B2 BR 3 61223391 52463710 pass 45736186 41560158  

B3 BR 1 48140599 34596332 pass 30134474 27262448  

B3 BR 2 47302786 30924424 pass 26149100 23611046  

B3 BR 3 58958036 36076368 pass 31083868 28169286  

B6 BR 1 75492051 58128380 pass 51409164 46875760  

B6 BR 2 53692598 45076220 pass 39648610 35912142  

B6 BR 3 66214673 43063540 pass 36645936 33227368  

B7 BR 1 100137834 64327562 pass 55669962 49994944  

B7 BR 2 43326751 34532064 pass 30298136 27062024  

B7 BR 3 40448122 31455402 pass 27907736 25190998  

A4 ED 1 80656000 59815788 pass 52992504 48309038  

A4 ED 2 61685334 49750814 pass 44107418 40239934  

A4 ED 3 91787435 73777002 pass 64862128 59050680  

A5 ED 1 96264676 77976884 pass 68514152 62077086  

A5 ED 2 56723122 32797120 pass 28439586 25709724  

A5 ED 3 22048156 18520246 pass 16160534 14711476  

A6 ED 1 98103076 79547840 pass 69447044 62939648  

A6 ED 2 80190328 68546420 pass 60569824 54744804  

A6 ED 3 112075924 92510282 pass 81750116 73876196  

A7 ED 1 76871348 63396382 pass 55405028 50246964  

A7 ED 2 87796280 70520590 pass 61553424 55931196  

A7 ED 3 99631145 70239416 pass 61033526 55545294  

B2 ED 1 75581524 55412894 pass 47953644 43423182  

B2 ED 2 69879775 60423182 pass 52980234 47985102  

B2 ED 3 67310535 57811538 pass 50663066 45951628  

B3 ED 1 50705365 39819642 pass 34722654 31549212  
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B3 ED 2 83872346 69014394 pass 60078854 54296438  

B3 ED 3 70051686 58709896 pass 51575088 46676514  

B6 ED 1 80196358 66764068 pass 58238558 52980476  

B6 ED 2 81189648 66477162 pass 57788830 52440592  

B6 ED 3 69560875 56079856 pass 49220370 44807844  

B7 ED 1 70660653 59552736 pass 51445154 45967382  

B7 ED 2 46142279 39290060 pass 34717954 31347758  

B7 ED 3 76766961 59126162 pass 51841356 46522222  

A4 OV 1 81532698 62735178 pass 52623390 47337012  

A4 OV 2 58997754 45029450 pass 37189040 33327282  

A4 OV 3 103428127 81046954 pass 68790262 61811300  

A5 OV 1 77113758 63529554 pass 54558530 49299252  

A5 OV 2 59234650 46582400 pass 38048650 34327612  

A5 OV 3 76530838 55396006 pass 44949670 40410692  

A6 OV 1 75719086 62022436 pass 52350264 47158736  

A6 OV 2 109355567 81718154 pass 68233836 61612174  

A6 OV 3 89618699 68649814 pass 57097412 51406606  

A7 OV 1 89598938 71171406 pass 60046320 54176252  

A7 OV 2 105624957 80165870 pass 66653750 59823442  

A7 OV 3 91350105 76028296 pass 63641408 57227690  

B2 OV 1 66225646 54281112 pass 45318216 40545374  

B2 OV 2 87852534 72597616 pass 61582210 55398620  

B2 OV 3 110184396 89180084 pass 75773800 68275370  

B3 OV 1 68449030 50788994 pass 41882250 37674094  

B3 OV 2 71617172 56847672 pass 47878182 42987852  

B3 OV 3 71205534 56702676 pass 48197708 43278522  

B6 OV 1 121770614 99565362 pass 86695036 78192806  

B6 OV 2 85845549 71108898 pass 60337072 54305822  

B6 OV 3 91793419 69257402 pass 57245346 51556746  

B7 OV 1 147722618 89146168 pass 73717892 65795130  

B7 OV 2 79761516 60599588 pass 50038230 44409656  

B7 OV 3 42962580 33720300 pass 27556906 24587532  

A4 WD 1 60515151 49738892 pass 44243336 40315938  

A4 WD 2 56078307 45685146 pass 40602590 37064638  

A4 WD 3 51314785 32872384 pass 28625726 26134694  

A5 WD 1 50354595 43154900 pass 38044562 34770630  

A5 WD 2 45469759 35994894 pass 31439700 28660300  

A5 WD 3 65988568 52040818 pass 45442736 41354866  

A6 WD 1 64728252 47195092 pass 41612180 37933684  

A6 WD 2 82221797 70455610 pass 62819410 57102528  

A6 WD 3 93572161 78823382 pass 69735446 63243370  

A7 WD 1 61092104 52066686 pass 45519698 41418234  

A7 WD 2 84757693 71119418 pass 62719728 57210128  

A7 WD 3 86537558 70314768 pass 61882494 56504754  

B2 WD 1 83582025 66927970 pass 58428114 52995220  

B2 WD 2 85742323 73722046 pass 65226462 59299268  

B2 WD 3 52279250 45647482 pass 39921550 36149674  

B3 WD 1 20539457 7216490 fail NA NA  

B3 WD 2 68864938 58342154 pass 51721966 47097194  

B3 WD 3 53466204 44496162 pass 38890938 35325288  

B6 WD 1 93000699 77663020 pass 68424846 62396890  
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B6 WD 2 71531414 57303772 pass 50990114 46560980  

B6 WD 3 59763212 50287802 pass 44357814 40478002  

B7 WD 1 54458465 46577628 pass 40953970 36921480  

B7 WD 2 42220164 36215608 pass 31970698 28937010  

B7 WD 3 57232749 49048528 pass 43086702 38768168  
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Chapter 2 

Cis and trans nature of genetic variation in chromatin state in Drosophila melanogaster 

 

2.1 ABSTRACT 

We use ATAC-seq to examine chromatin accessibility in Drosophila 

melanogaster  ovaries. The tissues are collected from two isogenic strains (A4,B6), 

which have a reference quality genome assembly, and their F1 hybrid offspring. We 

utilize our developed quantile normalization of ATAC-seq data,SV-correction, and 

ANOVA-based statistical analysis on 44099 ATAC-seq peaks identified in Huynh et al. 

2022 [1].We also performed read phasing for our F1 hybrid samples to separate ATAC-

seq reads in F1 hybrid samples into A4 genome or B6 genomes using SNPs. We 

identified 3006 ATAC-seq peaks that are significantly different between parental 

genotypes. Out of those ATAC-seq peaks, 106 and 45 peaks are identified to be cis and 

trans regulatory respectively using cis-trans value.   

 

2.2 INTRODUCTION 

Historically, complex trait community has been using Genome-Wide Association 

Studies (GWAS) (GWAS study 14000 cases of seven common diseases [2] ), and QTL 

mapping (QTL mapping studies in yeast [3,4], mouse [5–7], and Drosophila [8]) to 

identify causal loci linked to a particular trait. Despite the fact that both methods are well 

developed and powerful, the exact causative variants underlying risk remain hidden 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/wksZs
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/6hjBH
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/19sOB+xA8cW
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/mKVzA+7Pyao+qZaXz
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/DlH87
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[2,9], and an appreciable fraction of heritable variation remains unexplained [10]. New 

emerging evidence, however, gave rise to the idea that variations found in complex 

traits are due to regulatory variants  [11–15]. Thus,a new strategy in studying complex 

traits is to identify polymorphic non-coding regions with regulatory function. This is done 

utilizing DNase-I HS (DNase-I hypersensitive site) sequencing [16] and/or the more 

recent and experimentally straightforward ATAC-seq (Assay for Transposase 

Accessible Chromatin) approach [17]. Among the two methods, ATAC-seq is especially 

beneficial due to its low requirement of sample concentration. It employs Tn5 

transposon (Nextera) sequencing chemistry to make an Illumina paired end library using 

nucleosome bound DNA as template for the transposition reaction. As a result, only 

open chromatin regions, which likely function as regulatory features, are cut by the Tn5 

and result in high sequence coverage.  Both easy to use and straightforward natures of 

ATAC-seq  allows for regulatory elements characterization of large panels of genotypes 

[18,19]. 

Given the importance of nucleosome free DNA regions, great effort has been 

spent to elucidate the mechanism of nucleosome eviction. DNA sequences are known 

to bend differently depending on their nucleotide sequences [20–22]. Thus, nucleosome 

stability is dependent on histone affinity to specific DNA sequences [23,24]. As a result, 

the less affinity there is between histone and DNA sequence, the less stable a 

nucleosome is. In this case, the resulting openness of chromatin due to nucleosome 

eviction can be in cis due to substantial DNA sequence reference. This can be observed 

for the example of A4 genotype in supplementary figure 2.1. In addition, it has also been 

shown that nucleosome positions can be regulated in trans by ATP-dependent 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/6hjBH+rLo4O
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/2ic7M
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/1xgKq+rEGWU+5q3RJ+vG5eT+8fjvZ
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/p04Bi
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/36FIi
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/ojmOK+xT64e
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/4oP3+bBSf+uqAC
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/XifEu+UIeby
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nucleosome remodeling complexes [25,26]. In this case, the nucleosomes are being 

evicted by these complexes resulting in the observed chromatin accessibility for A4 

genotype in supplementary figure 2.1.  

In order to elucidate the cis and trans nature of open chromatin regions, creating 

a F1 cross between two isogenic F0 parents is a viable option. This is due to F1 

samples carrying both alleles of the parents while being under effect of the same 

transcription factor. Open chromatin regions that are in trans would manifest as an 

intermediate expression for both alleles in F1 hybrid regardless of the level of 

expression of the same gene from parental genotypes [27]. This can be observed in the 

example in supplementary figure 2.1 top. In this example, the nucleosome modification 

complex from the A4 genotype exerts the same effect on the B6 allele resulting in the 

same chromatin accessibility for both hybrid alleles. The observed ratio of ATAC-seq 

coverage (chromatin accessibility) between the two hybrid alleles would be different 

compared to the ratio of ATAC-seq peak coverage between the two parental genotypes. 

In contrast, open chromatin regions that are in cis would manifest as an imbalanced 

coverage between the two alleles in F1 hybrid with each allele having the same 

coverage as their parents of origin (S2.1 bottom). This is due to allele specific DNA 

property instead of diffusible nucleosome modification complexes.   

However, as most ATAC-seq studies don't  perform haplotype phasing for 

heterozygous diploid samples, it is difficult to verify the cis or trans nature of any 

identified variations in regulatory elements since it isn't possible to observe which of the 

two parent chromosomes a variant allele is acting on [28]. Furthermore, haplotype 

phasing doesn't appear to be a standard for the ATAC-seq studies in complex trait 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/STtMZ+UydLw
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/C54Y
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/sXUxK
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community since a quick search on pubmed.gov prior to March 30,2023 with three 

keywords "ATAC-seq","phase", and "haplotype" yielded a single paper discussing the 

diploid nature of species and sequencing method for haplotype phasing utilizing human 

data [29]. As a result, while characterizing polymorphic transcription factor binding sites 

(TFBS) with ATAC-seq is helpful in elucidating the variations in regulation for complex 

traits, the cis and trans nature of those open chromatin regions remain poorly 

understood.  

Another concern raised by the ATAC-seq studies mentioned above is the lack of 

controls for structural variant impact on alignment failure. None of the Drosophila ATAC-

seq studies mentioned above have used a strain containing the Drosophila reference 

genome, against which their ATAC-seq data are aligned. In fact, they all use different 

mutant strains and wildtype strains that lack a reference quality genome de novo 

assemblies. This presents an issue as any pair of Drosophila strains have been shown 

to contain a plethora of differential structural variants, short insertion/deletion, and SNPs 

[30]. These events can have artificial effects on the alignment of data as demonstrated 

in RNAseq data [31]. 

Here we carry out a biologically replicated ATAC-seq experiment in two of highly-

characterized isogenic genotypes of D. melanogaster [30], and their F1 hybrid 

offsprings. Then, statistical tests are done using a set of open chromatin peaks 

identified in Huynh et al. 2022 [1] to identify peaks that are polymorphic in open 

chromatin configuration between two parents. As both isogenic parental strains in use 

are highly-characterized with reference quality de novo assemblies [30], we can also 

correct for SV impacts on alignment artifacts which can produce a false positive rate 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/65WVg
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/HQWJO
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/6cD7x
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/HQWJO
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/wksZs
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/HQWJO
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higher than 50% [1]. Furthermore, we also have a complete list of SNP differences in 

both F0 (parental) strains compared to the dm6 reference genome. Thus, we finally 

perform haplotype phasing on a F1 (child) offspring from the two parental strains A4 and 

B6 for statistical analysis to distinguish between cis and trans natures of identified 

variants.  

 

2.3 RESULT 

Workflow and quality control: We dissected ovaries from adult A4 and B6 strains 

from Drosophila Synthetic Population Resource [3], whose founder strain genomes 

have been extremely well characterized [49], and the F1 offspring of those two strains. 

For each genotype (strain), we obtained seven biological replicates. Both A4 and B6 are 

highly inbred strains and are collected from two different geographic locations shown in 

Supplementary Table 1. Dissected samples were immediately processed to make 

indexed ATAC-seq libraries [19], and sequenced to obtain 206-493 million Illumina PE 

reads per sample (mean=393M, sd=70M). Reads were aligned to the dm6 Drosophila 

reference genome.  

After alignment, ATACseqQC is used to generate mononucleosome and 

nucleosome read density against distance to TSS as a means to quantify tagmentation. 

Figure 2.1 shows an example of an expected pattern (Fig 2.1 top) and an over-

tagmented pattern (Fig 2.1 bottom) using two replicates from B6 genotype samples. 

Thus, we only kept samples that have the pattern as similarly to the expected pattern as 

possible. Supplementary figures 2.1,2.2,2.3 show the mononucleosome density against 

nucleosome-free patterns for all selected samples from A4,B6,and Hybrid genotypes 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/wksZs
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/0sRox
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/HQWJO
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/36FIi
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since the pattern matched with the expected pattern. These samples are kept for 

downstream analysis with replicate numbers being renumbered from 1 to 5.  

Samples were then normalized to obtain weighted coverage at each ATAC-seq 

peak identified in Huynh et al. 2022 [1]. We finally corrected read coverage statistics 

using the identified polymorphic structural variants (SVs) for A4 and B6 genotypes, and 

carried out statistical tests at peaks to identify chromatin structures that varied among 

the two parental genotypes (A4 and B6). Supplementary figure 2.4 and 2.5 shows the 

fragment length distribution for each sample before and after normalization 

respectively.  For each peak that is significantly different between two parental strains, 

their parental coverage ratios are then compared to the phased coverage ratios from 

the Hybrid data. Our general workflow is depicted in Supplementary Figure 2.6. 

 

ATAC-seq identifies polymorphic open chromatin regions between A4 and B6 

parental genotypes: Out of 44099 peaks identified in Huynh et al. 2022 [1], only 36863 

peaks that have coverage higher than the cut-off of 50 for both A4 and B6 genotypes. 

Among these, only 3006 peaks are significantly different between A4 and B6 samples 

with the FDR adjusted p-value < 0.1 (-log10(FDR p-value) > 1). Figure 2.2A shows the 

histogram of the FDR adjusted p-value (FDR p-value) for all peaks. Figure 2.2B shows 

the distribution of FDR adjusted p-value by chromosome position with the significant 

peaks highlighted in red. Since both A4 and B6 are only different strains of the same 

species, it is as expected that 91.85% of the ATAC-seq peaks are not significantly 

different between the two genotypes. However, the 3006 significant peaks are of great 

interest as they represent the potential differences in gene expression regulation 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/wksZs
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/wksZs
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between the two genotypes due to the differences in open chromatin regions. 

Interestingly, all of the significant peaks appear to be randomly distributed (Fig 2.2B).  

 

Example of significantly different open chromatin regions between A4 and B6 

parental genotypes:  Figure 2.3A depicts a peak at chr3R:31444502 on the intron 3, 

and 2 of isoforms A, and B respectively of the gene Gprk2 (G-protein-coupled receptor 

kinase) which encodes a family of serine/threonine kinases. This gene is interesting as 

it has been shown to regulate female fertility [51], egg shape [52], and egg cAMP level 

[53]. Gprk2 is also involved in regulation of Hedgehog signaling [54] , and in regulation 

of rhythmic olfactory response [55].  However, our data are only collected from ovary 

samples, no implication can be made regarding the Gprk2 functions in Hedgehog 

signaling and olfactory response regulation. Regardless, the importance of Gprk2 in 

regulation of female fertility and egg related aspects would still be interesting for the 

developmental biological community. This peak is specific by genotype with a FDR p-

value of 0.0020. This can be observed as B6 parent (brown ) appears to be more open 

compared to A4 parent (green). The result suggests that this region is being regulated 

in a genotype dependent manner. Thus, given the functions of Gprk2 gene, this peak 

should be an interesting future study target.   

The second example is the ATAC-seq peak at chrX:2299228 located on intron 2 

of Raf gene which is involved with proliferation of stem cells [56], and cell differentiation 

[57] (Fig 2.3B). This ATAC-seq peak has a FDR p-value of 0.098 suggesting that there 

is significant difference in the openness of chromatin at this region between the two 

parental genotypes A4, and B6. This can be observed as the B6 (brown) genotype has 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/HRStv
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/VMpL9
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/Syaru
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/RBo55
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/iR71G
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/d7jds
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/t6FoO
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a higher coverage compared to the A4 (green) genotype. This result implies that the Raf 

gene is being regulated in a genotype dependent manner in this region. Given the 

location of the peak inside the intron 2 of Raf gene, this differential in regulation might 

be due to an alternative splicing process since alternative splicing has been shown to 

be regulated by transcriptional factor [58]. In addition, intronic enhancers have also 

been shown to be involved in fine-tuning developmental specific gene expression in 

plants [59], and in humans [60]. Thus, this enhancer would be an interesting target for 

future functional study related to stem cell proliferation or differentiation since our 

experiment is not sufficient to test its function.  

Figure 2.3C depicts another example of a polymorphic open chromatin region at 

chr2L:2959038, which is associated with the gene Rbp9, with a FDR p-value of 0.027. 

Rbp9 gene encodes a putative RNA binding protein which has been shown to be 

involved in establishment of blood brain barrier [61],regulation of germ cell proliferation 

[62] by inducing apoptosis in egg chambers [63], and maintenance of germline sexuality 

[64]. Furthermore, Rbp9 gene, which is also homologous to human Hu gene, has been 

shown to be involved in causing ovarian cancer in flies if it is mutated [65]. Since the 

FDR p-value of this peak is 0.027, this peak is highly specific by genotype with A4 

parent (green) having more open configuration compared to the B6 parent (brown) 

suggesting that the gene Rbp9 is being regulated in a genotype dependent manner at 

this location. Due to Rbp9's important functions, this peak would be an interesting study 

target for future studies. However, as our samples are collected solely from adult ovary, 

the implication from our data can only be associated with the function of Rbp9 gene on 

germ cell regulation. Furthermore, this peak is located 109 bp upstream from TSS of 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/M6P4I
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/MhU9D
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/SBaKH
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/uaMX9
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/IUOZH
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/bPNBD
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/dXNd3
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/5XbcY
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isoforms C,F,K, located on intron 2 of the isoforms H,I, and located on intron 1 

of  isoform B,E,J,G. This suggests that the genotype specificity at this peak potentially 

affects gene expression through intron [66] or through transcription starting site which is 

a more canonical regulator of gene expression [67,68].  

Figure 2.3D shows an open chromatin region at chr3L:3428317 which is located 

downstream of the eIF5B gene known to enable translational factor ability through 

interaction with Vasa during development [69,70]. This peak is located 341 bp 

downstream of TTS of isoform D, E, and 348 bp downstream of TTS of isoform B,C,F. 

Since the region is located directly downstream of TTS of all isoforms, it is implied that 

this open chromatin region is regulating gene expression of eIF5B through interaction 

with TTS. Thus, the polymorphism observed in open chromatin configuration at this 

location with FDR p-value of 0.092 suggests that the region is being regulated in a 

genotype dependent manner with B6 parent (brown) appearing to be more open with 

higher coverage compared to A4 parent (green) 

 

Phasing quality control: SNP count after each step of filtering is provided in table 1. 

After identifying peaks that are significantly different between parental A4 and  B6 

genotypes, the next step is to classify those peaks into cis- or trans- regulatory 

elements categories to further elucidate their functions in gene regulation. However, 

since this task involves comparing differences in coverage between parental genotypes 

and phased hybrid genotypes, it is essential to ensure that all the phasing is done 

correctly, and to have a cut-off value for phase percentage. Since both A4 and B6 

genotypes are isogenic genotypes from the Drosophila Synthetic Population Resource 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/dLgXc
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/rZoI8+taGLk
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/VFndc+dmvGT
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DSPR [3], we expected that most of the  fragments from A4 genotype,or B6 genotype 

should be phased into genome 2 (A4), or genome1 (B6) respectively. Thus, we have 

used the data from these two genotypes to control for the quality of our custom phasing 

script. Figure 2.4A depicts the fragment counts for the fragments that are phased into 

genome A4 versus B6 for each peak using samples from A4 and B6 genotypes. Each 

dot in figure 2.4A represents a peak with the peak being phased correctly (if it is sample 

A4/B6, most fragments should be phased into A4/B6 respectively) colored as red. Due 

to our rigorous selection of SNPs, all of the peaks are phased correctly as expected (Fig 

2.4A).  In addition to quality control of custom phasing script using SNP phase 

percentage, we also select a cut-off value for phase percentage for the phased 

coverage from Hybrid samples.  We have decided to pick a cut-off at 33% phased for 

phase percentage. This is due to the 36863 peaks used in parental ANOVA having the 

50th percentile phase percentage as 24.5% (Fig 2.4B). 

 

Cis-trans value quality control:  Out of 3006 peaks that have been identified to be 

polymorphic by genotype between two A4 and B6 parental genotypes, only 1398 peaks 

can pass our FDR p-value cut-off at 0.1 and our phase percentage cut-off at 33% 

(supplementary data 1).  However, Loess smoothing curves for the plots of cis-trans 

value as a function of mean phase percentage (Fig 2.5A), parent FDR p-value (Fig 

2.5B), and mean parent coverage (Fig 2.5C) reveal potential association between them 

and the cis-trans value. This is a potential problem as the cis-trans value could be under 

the effect of technical reasons rather than biological reason. For example, the increase 

in the phase percentage appears to drive the cis-trans classification toward cis whereas 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/0sRox
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the increase in parental FDR p-value and parental coverage appears to drive the cis-

trans classification toward trans. Therefore, this reinforces the need of an additional 

stringent quality control -as described in method section- by comparing alignments to 

three different genomes in order to completely remove potential artifacts due to 

unknown SVs, or SNPs effect on alignment rate (coverage).  

Surprisingly, 4 peak regions have multiple duplications when they are matched to 

A4 and B6 genomes using Blastn [71–75]. Thus, these four peaks are removed since it 

is impossible to make a comparison for alignment rate. Then, the first criteria that we 

looked at is whether the peaks are near any known SVs at all.  Supplementary figure 

2.7 depicts the average percentage error in alignment to A4 or B6 genome compared to 

alignment to dm6 genome across replicates for A4 samples and B6 samples. As 

expected, 22.17% of the 1394 peaks have 1 or more SVs located within 800bp of the 

peak. While our procedure includes correction for SVs using dm6 genome coordinates, 

we decide that it is better to remove these peaks. This is due to the difficulty in obtaining 

the correct A4 and B6 genome coordinates for all of our known SVs. As a result, only 

1085 peaks remain. Supplementary figure 2.8 shows that by removing these peaks, the 

majority of the peaks -which are in the two extreme parental coverage difference 

quantile bins (bottom 10% (S2.8 Fig left) and top 10% (S2.8 Fig right)) of parental 

difference -have an absolute value of percentage error in alignment at peak being less 

than 5% with only a few outliers.  

The next criteria that we look at is the average percentage difference at peak. As 

stated in the material and method section, we decide on the cut-off being 5%. This 

means that the difference in fragment counts have to be less than 5% for both 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/PDsK3+582Kt+wBEtj+BJMFc+lQ89w
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alignment to dm6 versus A4 and alignment to dm6 versus B6.  Supplementary figure 

2.9 shows the cis-trans value for the remaining 965 peaks after applying this filter for all 

three quantile bins of parental coverage difference: bottom 10% [-3.7,0.88], middle 80% 

(-0.88,0.753], and top 10% (0.753,3.34].  Most peaks have a percentage error less than 

3% regardless of difference between parents. Thus, we are confident that the cis-trans 

values for these remaining 965 peaks are truly representative of biological factors and 

not of technical factors due to stringent cut-off for SNP phase percentage, SVs 

locations, and percentage error in alignment rate between 3 genomes.   

 

Allele ratio comparison: In addition to the mentioned criteria, we also fit a linear 

regression line to each quantile bins of parental coverage difference for all 3006 original 

peaks. Figure 2.6A depicts the three linear regression lines (black line shows the slopes 

for these lines) and loess smoothing curve (gray) by parental coverage difference 

quantile bins. Surprisingly, the slope of the linear regression line for the (-0.88,0.753] 

quantile bin has a slope, and R2 of only 0.52 and 0.5 respectively. The R2 indicates that 

the linear regression line wasn't a good fit and that the peaks are more scattered. 

Furthermore, the slope of only 0.52 suggests that there isn't a strong relationship 

between the parental coverage ratio and the phased hybrid coverage ratio. Thus, it is 

very difficult to discern whether these open chromatin regions are in cis or in trans 

because cis and trans open chromatin regions should be clustered on diagonal line, and 

horizontal y=0 line respectively.  In contrast, for the two extreme quantile bins of [-3.7,-

0.88], and (0.753, 3.34], the R2 and the slope values are 0.901, 1.01, and 0.86, 1.06 

respectively. Both R2 suggest that all the peaks in these two quantile bins fit really well 
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on the linear regression models, and have a strong cis- pattern. Furthermore, both slope 

values suggest that there is a strong relationship between the parental coverage ratio 

and the phased hybrid coverage ratio Similar results can be observed in the 965 peaks 

that pass all of our quality control steps (Fig 2.6B) implying that the observed trends are 

due to biological reasons. Thus, we would have the best ability to detect coverage ratio 

change between parents and phased hybrid genotypes. Therefore, we only classify cis 

and trans for peaks with log2(A4/B6) > 0.753 and < -0.88. 

Figure 2.6C depicts the ratio in coverage between parental genotypes and the 

phased hybrid genotypes. As expected, cis nature open chromatin regions are 

distributed along the diagonal line whereas trans nature open chromatin regions are 

distributed along the horizontal zero line. This trend is in line to the result published in 

McManus et al., 2010 [58]. Out of 965 peaks that pass our quality control.10.98% of 

peaks, and 4.66% of peaks are assigned as cis and trans respectively (Table 2). The 

count for cis and trans classification for peaks before the alignment comparison quality 

control step is also provided in table 2.  

 

Illustrative examples of cis- and trans- open chromatin regions: Figure 2.7A 

depicts one example of a cis open chromatin region at chr2L:3346050  located on intron 

2 of the E23 gene which has been shown to be involved in ATPase-coupled 

transmembrane transporter activity [77] and to be capable of repressing ecdysone-

mediated gene activation [77]. Since ecdysone is a major steroid hormone which is 

known for its role in coordinating developmental processes, such as metamorphosis 

[78], E23 gene ,thus, is implied to be a newly elucidated regulator for hormone 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/zZMbH
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/BUgQe
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/BUgQe
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/J7Ckf
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signaling. Given its important role, This ATAC-seq peak is an interesting future study 

target for the developmental community. The chr2L:3346050  ATAC-seq peak can be 

observed to be significant by genotype with A4 genotype (green) has a lower coverage 

compared to B6 genotype (brown). This suggests that the B6 genotype is more open 

than A4 genotype in this region. This is also supported by the FDR p-value of 0.00196. 

Beside being regulated in a genotype dependent manner, the region also appears to be 

regulated in a cis-manner. This can be observed as the coverage for H_A4 (light green) 

and A4 (green) is similar to each other. Similarly, the coverage for H_B6 (light brown) 

and B6 (brown) is also relatively similar to each other. Thus, this suggests that the ratio 

of H_A4_coverage/H_B6_coverage is the same as A4_coverage/B6_coverage. This 

result is also supported by a cis-tran value of 1.44. Due to E23 function and intron open 

chromatin region's ability to regulate gene expression [59], or regulate alternative 

splicing [79], these results imply that ATPase-coupled transmembrane transporter 

activity, or even ecdysone-mediated gene activation is being regulated in a cis- acting 

and genotype dependent manner.  

Figure 2.7B depicts another ATAC-seq peak example at chr2R:6110252 located 

on intron 2 of EcR isoform B,G, intron 1 of EcR isoform C, intron 3 of EcR isoform A, 

and intron 4 of EcR isoform E,D. EcR encodes a receptor for ecdysone which has been 

shown to involve in regulation of normal oogenesis [62], metamorphosis [63,64], sleep 

[60],and early germline differentiation [65]. Given EcR important function, it is interesting 

to see polymorphism in open chromatin at this chr2R:6110252 loci. This ATAC-seq 

peak chr2R:6110252 has FDR p-value and cis-tran value at 0.0167 and 0.24 

respectively. The p-value suggests that there is a genotype dependent polymorphism in 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/MhU9D
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/DqJao
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/jXoah
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/VMejx+HgO0m
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/J7Ckf
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/23rw9
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open chromatin configuration between the two parental A4 and B6 genotypes. This can 

be observed as B6 (brown) appears to be more open than A4 (green) with higher 

coverage. This region also appears to be regulated in a trans manner with a cis-trans 

value at 0.24. This is an indication that the H_A4 (light green) and H_B6 (light brown) 

coverage ratio from hybrid samples is different compared to A4 (green) and B6 (brown) 

parental genotypes. These ratios can be observed in figure 2.7B. Thus, the results imply 

that the EcR gene is being regulated in a trans manner in this region. Due to EcR 

functions, our results imply that early germline differentiation, metamorphosis,sleep, and 

oogenesis are being regulated in a genotype and cis manner at this open chromatin 

region. However, figure 2.7B has shown a potential issue. Instead of being a trans peak 

as supported by our analysis, this peak can be classified as cis if it is moved 100 bp 

upstream.  

  

2.4 DISCUSSION 

Previous ATAC-seq studies only aligned their data to either dm3 or dm6 

reference genome without any haplotype phasing despite the heterozygous diploid 

nature of the data [22–37]. Furthermore, haplotype phasing doesn't appear to be a 

standard for the ATAC-seq studies in complex trait community since a quick search on 

pubmed.gov with three keywords "ATAC-seq","phase", and "haplotype" yielded a single 

paper discussing the diploid nature of species and sequencing method for haplotype 

phasing utilizing human data [42]. This presents an issue as gene expression has been 

shown to be regulated in both cis- and trans- manner  [38–40]. Here, we carried out 

ATAC-seq experiment on adult ovary samples due to its ease of collection and its 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/NSbtP+Mj39u+aICaw+AR7V7+m4SOt+vvUwG+maHxR+iyQSN+B9t4a+ucM8W+83ZLo+Uorcp+J7ahH+lqCP8+fOKgR+IVQbd
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/65WVg
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/3hFJA+S974c+N2YW6
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important function as a model for study on the maintenance and regrowth of new organs 

by stem cell units, germline, and somatic follicle stem cells [84]. Furthermore, our data 

consists of ATAC-seq on two founder genotypes A4, B6, and their F1 offsprings from 

the established Drosophila Synthetic Population Resource [10]. This allows us to 

perform haplotype phasing using the known SNPs from both parental genotypes. As a 

result, we can classify the polymorphic open chromatin regions between parental 

genotypes -identified through statistical test- as cis-acting or trans-acting by comparing 

their coverage ratio with the phased coverage ratio from the hybrid sample. We expect 

that our data would be of great utility for developmental biology and complex trait 

communities. 

In this work we performed ANOVA statistical test to characterize polymorphic 

chromatin profiles using obtained nuclei from two founder genotypes and their F1 

heterozygous offsprings. Both founder genotypes are collected from Drosophila 

Synthetic Population Resource [10], are highly isogenic, and have de novo assemblies 

to reference quality [49]. Thus, this allows us to correct for alignment artifacts caused by 

structural variants which can cause an upward of 50% false positive rate to the 

statistical test [1]. After correcting for SVs and ANOVA tests, 3006 ATAC-seq peaks 

have been identified to be significantly different between two parental genotypes.  

After identifying polymorphic open chromatin regions, we also perform haplotype 

phasing on hybrid samples using known SNPs from the two founder genotypes. 

Furthermore, we also performed quality control tests and only kept SNPs that could 

phase 90% of read spanning the loci correctly. This removes 76.40% of SNPs that can 

be considered bad SNPs ensuring a robust and accurate haplotype phasing. Next, we 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/DV3nQ
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/DlH87
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/DlH87
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/HQWJO
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/wksZs
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attempted to classify polymorphic open chromatin regions as cis-acting or trans-acting 

using our simple cis-trans value calculated using the parental (A4,B6) genotype 

coverage and the phased haplotype coverage (H_A4,H_B6) from hybrid samples. Out 

of 3006 polymorphic peaks, only 1398 peaks that have FDR p-value less than 0.1 and 

have more than 33% fragment spanning the peaks phased correctly.  

However, Loess smoothing curves for the plots of cis-trans value as a function of 

mean phase percentage (Fig 2.5A), parent FDR p-value (Fig 2.5B), and mean parent 

coverage (Fig 2.5C) reveal potential association between them and the cis-trans value. 

This is a potential problem as the cis-trans value could be under the effect of technical 

reasons rather than biological reason. Thus, we performed additional quality control 

rounds using A4 and B6 samples which are aligned to dm6, A4, and B6 genomes in 

order to calculate the percentage of correct alignment by comparing all three genome 

alignments. Only peaks with more than 95% correct alignment between all three 

genomes are kept. However, since it is near impossible to lift-over the dm6 coordinate 

of known SVs to the coordinate of A4 genome or B6 genome, we also decide to remove 

all peaks that have any known SVs within 800bp to ensure much more restricted but 

robust results. As a result, only 965 peaks remain that pass all quality controls steps , 

and are significantly different between two parental genotypes.  

We also attempt to classify ATAC-peak by cis and trans nature using cis-trans 

value. However, three separate linear regression lines applied to each parental 

coverage difference quantile bin suggests that we would have the best ability to detect 

coverage ratio change between parents and phased hybrid genotypes, and to classify 

cis or trans for only peaks with log2(A4/B6) > 0.753 and < -0.88. The cis and trans 
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regulatory classification distribution is 10.98% and 4.66% respectively out of the 965 

peaks. These cis-trans classified ATAC-seq peaks would no doubt be interesting targets 

for future functional studies using the Crispr/Cas9/allele swapping methods [86–90] to 

further understand gene regulations-especially for important genes associated with 

these cis and trans polymorphic open chromatin regions. However, there is still a 

potential quality control step or a hidden error being missed. This can be seen in the 

example shown in figure 2.7B. The ATAC-seq peak in figure 2.7B can be classified 

differently if it is moved 100 bp upstream. This indicates that there are still hidden issues 

that need to be resolved. Once this final hurdle is solved, the chapter will be ready for 

publication, and will provide interesting targets for future functional studies on complex 

traits and variants in regulatory elements.  

 

2.5 MATERIALS AND METHODS  

Strains: All the strains used are founder strains A4 and B6 from DSPR, and their F1 

offspring (S1 Table). 

 

Tissue dissection and ATAC-seq library prep:  Our procedure for tissue dissection 

and ATAC-seq prep is the same as described in Huynh et al. 2022 [1]. The 2 inbred 

parent strains (A4, and B6), and F1 offspring were raised and maintained in regular 

narrow fly vials on a standard cornmeal-yeast-molasses media in an incubator set to 

25°C, 50% relative humidity, and a 12 hour Light : 12 hour Dark cycle. Ovaries were 

dissected and pooled from five 2 day old females per replicate.  All dissections were 

carried out 1-9 hours after lights on, and following dissection all samples were 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/4ECIG+d38nY+UXoiV+0nQbc+PBNrP
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/wksZs
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immediately subjected to nuclei isolation. The full protocol for ATAC-seq library 

construction can be found in Huynh et al. 2022 [1].   

 

Read processing and normalization: Adapters were trimmed from the raw reads 

using Trimgalore-0.4.5 [90,91], and  were aligned to dm6 D. melanogaster reference 

genome with bwa-0.7.17 [92]. Only primary reads and their mates that were properly 

mapped were kept using samtools 1.15.1 [93]. All duplicated reads were removed using 

picard 2.18.7 [93,94] via MarkDuplicates. Only reads aligning to the five major 

chromosome arms - X, 2R, 2L, 3R, and 3L - were retained for analysis. Density plots by 

distance to TSS of nucleosome-free fragments and mononucleosome fragments 

produced by ATACseqQC 1.18.1 [95] were used for quality control for each sample.  

After processing sequencing data, we also performed normalization by assigning 

"weight" to each fragment length by samples. This method is inspired by “quantile 

normalization” methods used in the field of gene expression [96]. Detailed read 

processing and normalization are described in our previous paper [1]. After 

normalization, we calculated the weighted Coverage (C )  at peak loci , which is the set 

of peaks identified in our previous paper  [1], by summing all the weights at said loci. 

Result files contain coverage for all five replicates from A4 genotype, B6 genotype, and 

Hybrid genotypes. Additional standard quantile normalization is also applied to data 

prior to ANOVA step. 

 

Accounting for hidden structural variants: Typical ATAC-seq experiment reads are 

aligned to reference genomes. However, the results are then normalized without 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/wksZs
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/Un3q4+KzRjm
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/xBCuQ
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/r6v2P
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/r6v2P+OiNxk
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/iUGDz
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/3zqKw
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/wksZs
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/wksZs
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correcting for any potential artifacts in alignment errors due to structural variants. Thus, 

as both A4 and B6 strains in use for this study have complete de novo reference quality 

genome assemblies [49], we are able to correct the structural variant -found in both 

strains- effect on read alignments.  Both the reasons for such correction and the 

correction process are described in full in our previous paper [1]. 

 

Statistical testing: We carry out ANOVA statistical test for the two parental strains 

(A4,B6) at peaks to identify loci with polymorphic weighted log transformed Coverage 

(lnC = ln(C+5)) after peaks with a weighted average coverage < 50 were dropped as: 

 

lnC  ~ geno 

 

A False Discovery Rate (FDR) was calculated using the p.adjust function in R 

(Benjamini and Hochberg 1995; Yekutieli and Benjamini 1999) [97,98]. Tests with FDR 

adjusted p-values < 0.1 (or -log10(FDR p-value) > 1) are considered significant. 

 

Peak annotation for significant peaks: For peaks identified to be significantly different 

between A4 and B6 genotypes, peak positions are converted to a pseudo bed file with 

columns as: chromosome, peak position -1 , peak position +1, p-value, "+". HOMER v 

4.11.1 [99] is then used to annotate each peak as belonging to eight feature type groups 

based on the peak locations. The eight feature types are 3' UTR, 5' UTR, promoter-TSS 

(TSS), transcription termination site (TTS), intron, exon, intergenic, and non-coding. The 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/HQWJO
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/wksZs
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/INeZC+HfVRK
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/U8kEm
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detailed description of each feature type is shown on HOMER main website or in our 

previous paper Huynh et al. 2022 [1]. The peak count for each feature type is shown in 

supplementary table 2.  

 

Haplotype phasing: Since all of our SNPs are provided by Drosophila Synthetic 

Population Resource, we can remove any SNPs that have heterozygous genotypes (1/0 

or 0/1 instead of 0/0 or 1/1) for any of the eight isogenic strains. Furthermore, only 

SNPs that are heterozygous between parental strains A4 and B6 genotype (1/1 and 0/0 

for A4, B6 or vice versa) will be kept. Then, haplotype phasing is performed using bam 

files and a custom script utilizing pysam [2] which is a wrapper around htslib [100] and 

samtools [93,101]. The custom pysam script takes in heterozygous SNPs between the 

two parental strains A4 (genome 2) and B6 (genome 1) to separate reads into genome 

1 or genome 2 by comparing the DNA bases at SNP positions to the A4 and B6 specific 

bases found at said SNPs. If reads do not span any SNPs, or have mates phased into 

incorrect genomes, they will be assigned as unassigned. Afterward, SNPs are further 

filtered by using the SNP phase percentage correctly (the percentage of reads that are 

phased into the correct genome out of the total reads spanning said SNP). Only SNPs 

that can phase correctly for all five replicates in both genotypes A4 and B6 will be kept. 

The cut-off SNP phase percentage correctly used for this step is set at higher than 90% 

since we will lose close to or higher than 50% of total SNPs with higher 

percentage.  Hybrid data that are phased into the A4 genome and into the B6 genome 

are labeled as H_A4 and H_B6 respectively. Then, weight from the same Hybrid 

samples are transferred to the phased data from the same sample using fragment 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/wksZs
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/JbAuG
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/Gc0Lz
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/r6v2P+tqVPt
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length. Phased coverage at peak loci was calculated similarly to the procedure 

described above. However, the phased coverage is also up-scaled by  multiplying to a 

factor 2/(phase percentage at peak) (phase percentage at peak is (H_A4_coverage + 

H_B6_coverage)/H_coverage) to account for the haploid nature of phased data.  Any 

mention of phased coverage for H_A4 and H_B6 for the rest of this paper will be the up-

scaled coverage if not mentioned otherwise.  

 

Haplotype phasing quality control: As a means to control the quality of our phasing 

scripts, we have used the data from A4 and B6 genotypes as controls. Since they are 

both isogenic strains from DSPR, we expect that the fragments belonging to A4 or B6 

genotypes will be phased into the same genotypes. Thus, we have calculated the actual 

raw count of fragments that span each peak that has coverage > 50. If the samples 

belong to A4 genotypes, most fragments should be phased into genotype A4 with a 

negligible count of fragments phased into genotype B6. The same can be expected of 

samples belonging to B6 genotype with most fragments phased into genotype B6. In 

addition to ensuring the phasing to be correct, we also select a cut-off phase 

percentage -which is simply 100*(un-scaled H_A4 coverage + unscaled H_B6 

coverage) / (H_coverage) , and is not the same as the SNP phase percentage 

mentioned above-. Only peaks that have phase percentage for all Hybrid samples 

higher than this cut-off will remain for downstream analysis.  

 

Allele ratio comparisons: As stated in the introduction, we expect that the openness of 

these regions would manifest similarly to the gene expression observed in the 
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comparison study between the F1 hybrid and the F0 isogenic parents [44]. Therefore, if 

the open chromatin regions are regulated in a trans-manner, H_A4_coverage/ 

H_B6_coverage would be different from A4_coverage/B6_coverage. In contrast, if the 

open chromatin regions are regulated in cis-manner, H_A4_coverage/ H_B6_coverage 

would be the same as A4_coverage/B6_coverage. Therefore, in order to assign cis- or 

trans- to identified open chromatin regions, we would attempt to calculate cis-trans 

value. For each peak that was significant between parents, we extracted all peak loci 

that had fragments phased into two haplotypes (genome 1 (B6), genome 2 (A4)).  Then, 

we calculated a cis-tran value which is simply: 

 

cis-trans = log2(mean_H_A4_coverage/ mean_H_B6_coverage) – 

log2(mean_A4_coverage/ mean_B6_coverage) 

 

We assigned any peaks- that pass all additional filters mentioned in the cis-trans 

value quality control section below with cis-trans value- within (-∞,-0.5] or [0.5,∞) as cis 

as this indicates the difference in coverage ratio between hybrid and parental samples. 

Any peak with cis-trans value within (-0.5,0.5) is assigned as trans since this indicates 

that there is no difference in coverage ratio between hybrid and parental samples. Then, 

for each peak, we plotted log2(mean_H_A4_coverage/ mean_H_B6_coverage) of the 

child samples against log2(mean_A4_coverage/ mean_B6_coverage) from the two 

parental pairs. This plot is inspired by the paper Wang et al., 2019 [102].  

 

https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/q8wEG
https://paperpile.com/c/tN5avl/2ibYO
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Cis-trans value quality control: Since the cis-trans value is highly dependent on the 

difference between A4_coverage and B6_coverage, or between H_A4_coverage and 

H_B6_coverage, we feel that it is necessary to apply more stringent quality control tests 

to ensure accurate cis-trans value representation. Therefore, we look at the cis-trans 

value as a function of mean phase percentage from the Hybrid samples, as a function of 

parental FDR p-value, and as a function of the mean parental coverage.  These 

functions will highlight any obvious bias in cis-trans value calculation due to those three 

factors.  

Furthermore, we also separate peaks by difference between parental coverage 

into three quantile bins at [0%,10%],(10%,90%],and (90%,100%] (which are [-3.7,0.88], 

(-0.88,0.753], and (0.753,3.34] respectively). Next, we extracted 100bp, 2kb, and 20kb 

nucleotide sequences centered on each peak. Blastn is then used to match those 

regions from the dm6 genome to A4 and B6 genomes to get the A4 and B6 genomes 

coordinates for the same regions. Only regions with the greatest number of nucleotides 

being matched will be kept. Afterward, we align A4 and B6 samples to both A4 and B6 

genomes. Fragments are then extracted from each genome alignment using 

appropriate coordinates. As a result, we are able to compare the actual fragment count 

spanning 100 bp regions (peak loci ±50bp) centered on each peak between alignments 

to three reference genomes (dm6, A4, and B6). This allows us to remove any peaks 

that have the absolute percentage error (in alignment) at peak > 5% between alignment 

to dm6 reference genome and alignment to both A4, B6 genomes. The discrepancy at 

peak is simply calculated as follows: 
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Percentage error at peak =100% (NX -Ndm6)/Ndm6 

 

NX is the total fragment count mapped to the X genome being A4 or B6 for the 

100bp peak region. Ndm6  is the total fragment count mapped to dm6 for the 100bp peak 

region. Furthermore, if any peak has structural variant(s) within 800bp upstream and 

downstream of the peak, it will be removed from downstream analysis. This is because 

it is extremely difficult to acquire the correct A4 or B6 genome coordinates for any of the 

known structural variants which are identified using dm6 coordinates. Last but not least, 

we also fitted three different linear regression models to each of the three parental 

coverage difference quantile bins  [-3.7,-0.88], (-0.88,0.753], and (0.753,3.34] to select a 

cut-off for parental coverage difference to avoid misclassification due to subtle 

difference in parental coverage.  However, despite best effort, figure 2.7B has indicated 

that there is a missing quality control step or a hidden error in my method. This can be 

seen with the completely different possible nature of cis- and trans- of this ATAC-seq 

peak if its location is moved 100 bp upstream. Once this final hurdle is cleared, the 

second chapter would be ready for publication.  
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2.6 FIGURES 

 

Fig 2.1. ATACseqQC mononucleosome and nucleosomes-free read density 
against distance to TSS.  
(A) Plot showing expected pattern for correct tagmentation. (B) Plot showing density 
pattern for over-tagmentation 
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Fig 2.2. Distribution of FDR p-value for ANOVA statistical test of parental 
coverage.  

(A) Histogram of FDR p-value. (B) Distribution of FDR p-value by chromosome locations 
with red color being FDR p-value < 0.1 
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Fig 2.3.  Illustrative examples of polymorphic chromatin configurations. 
The images depict a region on intron of Gprk2 (A), on intron of Raf (B), on intron and upstream 

of the TSS of a Rbp9 isoform (C), and downstream of TTS of eIF5B (D). Tracks are gene, 
ATAC-seq peaks, and coverage tracks. 
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Fig 2.4. Quality control plots for phasing.  

(A) Count of fragments phased into genome 1 and genome 2 for A4, B6 samples. (B) 
distribution of phase percentage from Hybrid sample. 
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Fig 2.5. Cis-trans value quality control. 
(A): cis-trans value against mean phase percentage before (left) and after (right) 
alignment QC. (B): cis-trans value against parent FDR p-value before (left) and after 
(right) alignment QC.  (C ): cis-trans value against mean parent coverage before (left) 
and after (right) alignment QC.  
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Fig 2.6. Parents log2(A4/B6) vs F1 log2(H_A4/H_B6). 
(A):  All 3006 ATAC-seq peaks that are significantly different between parental 
genotypes. The lines are the slopes of three fitted linear regression. (B): All classified 
ATAC-seq peaks colored by classification. 
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Fig 2.7.  Illustrative examples of cis- and trans- chromatin configurations.  
The images depict a region on intron of E23 (A), on intron of EcR (B). SNPs are colored 
by the genotypes that have alternate base at SNPs. Brown, light brown are B6, H_B6 
respectively. Green, light green are A4, H_A4 respectively. Tracks are gene, ATAC-seq 
peaks, SNP location, and coverage tracks. 
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S2.1 Fig. ATACseqQC mononucleosome and nucleosomes-free read density 
against distance to TSS from A4 genotypes.  
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S2.2 Fig. ATACseqQC mononucleosome and nucleosomes-free read density 
against distance to TSS from B6 genotypes.  
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S2.3 Fig. ATACseqQC mononucleosome and nucleosomes-free read density 
against distance to TSS from Hybrid genotypes.  
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S2.4 Fig. Raw fragment distribution of ATAC-seq samples.  
Replicates are shown by columns. Samples are from A4,B6, and Hybrid genotypes from 
top to bottom.  
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S2.5 Fig. Normalized fragment distribution of ATAC-seq samples.  
Replicates are shown by columns. Samples are from A4,B6, and Hybrid genotypes from 
top to bottom.  
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S2.6 Fig. ATAC-seq and phasing workflow 
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S2.7 Fig. Count of SVs distance to ATAC-seq peaks by average percentage 
difference in fragment count mapped to A4/B6 vs dm6 genomes. 
(Left): comparison between alignment mapped to A4 and dm6. (Right): comparison 
between alignment mapped to B6 and dm6 
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S2.8 Fig. Genome distribution of average percentage difference in fragment count 
mapped to A4/B6 compared to dm6 genomes. 
(Left): comparison between alignment mapped to A4 and dm6. (Right): comparison 
between alignment mapped to B6 and dm6 
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S2.9 Fig. Cis-trans value by average percentage difference in fragment count 
mapped to A4/B6 vs dm6 genomes. 
(Left): comparison between alignment mapped to A4 and dm6. (Right): comparison 
between alignment mapped to B6 and dm6 
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2.7 TABLES 

Table 2.1: SNP counts after filtering steps. 

SNP genotypes 
that are not 0/1 

or 1/0 

Heterozygous 
between A4 and 

B6 

Biallelic SNP with 
SNP phase 

percentage > 90% 

Euchromatin biallelic SNP 
with SNP phase percentage 

> 90% 

1565413 438470 372844 369353 
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Table 2.2: Peak count by cis-trans classification before and after quality control 
using three genome alignment comparison. 

QC status Cis Trans Total 

Before 212 (15.16%) 70 (5.00%) 1398 

After 106 (10.98%) 45 (4.66%) 965 
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S2.1 Table: Details of all strains examined in this study.   
The A4,B6 parental   strains are P-element and Wolbachia free, were brother and sister 
mated for at least 18 generations, and are highly isogenic ([49]).  Each parental strain is 
associated with a reference quality de novo genome assembly ([46]). The Hybrid strain 
is the heterozygous offspring of the A4 and B6 strains 
 

Name Stock Number1 Full Name2 Collection details 

A4 b.3852 KSA 2 Koriba Dam, Zimbabwe, 1963 

B6 t.14021-0231.1 - Ica, Peru, 1956 

Hybrid - - Heterozygous offspring of A4 and B6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/jpXgBA/JztN
https://paperpile.com/c/jpXgBA/EXdUb
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S2 Table: Feature type annotation for polymorphic peaks. 

Feature type Polymorphic peak count (percentage of total count) 

Total 3006 (100%) 

TSS 764 (25.41%) 

TTS 296 (9.85%) 

3' UTR 28 (0.93%) 

5' UTR 46 (1.53%) 

intron 1188 (39.52%) 

exon 94 (3.13%) 

intergenic 558 (18.56%) 

non-coding 32 (1.06%) 
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Chapter 3  

Dissertation conclusion 

 

Historically, complex traits were considered to be monogenic phenotypes 

contributed by large effect causal genes despite the biometricians' argument that such 

contribution couldn't explain the continuous variation observed in many phenotypic traits 

[1]. This argument was only resolved with the discovery of the "infinitesimal model" 

published by Fisher in 1918 [2]. However, the number of causal genes per traits, and 

their effect size remains unclear until now [1]. As a result, great effort from the complex 

trait community has been made to identify these statistics with GWAS, and QTL-

mapping. Furthermore, causal genes have been found to directly contribute to complex 

traits variation through changing the proteins [3], non-coding genetic variants can also 

participate in driving the variations of these traits as regulatory elements [4–6]. 

Thus,  DNase-I HS [7]  and ATAC-seq  [8] have been used to great success in 

identifying these regulatory elements by characterizing open chromatin state in large 

panels of genotypes [9,10].   

However, there are three shortcomings in the field of ATAC-seq as discussed in 

this work. The first shortcoming is the usage of primarily embryo samples. This would 

limit the utility of any identified genome-wide chromatin state landscape since they 

would not be applicable to adult tissues. The second shortcoming is the lack of 

reference quality genome sequence for the genotypes used in ATAC-seq studies. This 

shortcoming would limit the utility of those ATAC-seq studies because we can't address 

https://paperpile.com/c/qTF5Me/zjNZc
https://paperpile.com/c/qTF5Me/d4xIB
https://paperpile.com/c/qTF5Me/zjNZc
https://paperpile.com/c/qTF5Me/gs32x
https://paperpile.com/c/qTF5Me/p3GN6+TwELr+ngyD5
https://paperpile.com/c/qTF5Me/tAbZl
https://paperpile.com/c/qTF5Me/jyxgN
https://paperpile.com/c/qTF5Me/EeoRl+l8OFa
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the possible mis-alignment caused by the effect of SVs on read coverage which has 

been well-documented leading to incorrect inference of coverage [11], and significant 

contributions to complex trait variation by hidden variants, such as SNPs or SVs [12,13]. 

The last shortcoming is the lack of haplotype phasing. Without haplotype phasing, it is 

impossible to associate identified variants in open chromatin states to alleles resulting in 

extreme difficulty in characterizing cis-acting or trans-acting nature of  open chromatin 

regions. Therefore, the first chapter of this work aims at addressing first two 

shortcomings by characterizing genome-wide chromatin state landscape using ATAC-

seq samples from eight different genotypes and four different tissues (adult brain, adult 

ovary, and embryo imaginary wing disc, and eye disc). Then, the second chapter aims 

at addressing the third shortcoming by performing haplotype phasing using the 

identified ATAC-seq peaks in chapter one, and ATAC-seq samples from two different 

parental genotypes (A4, and B6), and their F1 offspring (hybrid).  

In chapter one, I have performed ATAC-seq on eight genotypes from DSPR 

which all have complete de novo reference quality genome. Thus, I can address the 

lack of adult tissue studies and the lack of reference quality genome sequences in the 

ATAC-seq field. With complete de novo reference quality genome, correction for SV 

effect on coverage can be corrected. The SV effect can be seen as B6 genotype 

(brown) coverage is significantly affected in figure 1.4. After correcting for SVs effect on 

coverage, 9.5%, 50.8%, and 34.3% peaks are identified to be false positive in inference 

of differences in coverage between tissue, genotype, and genotype:tissue interaction 

respectively. This further reinforces the need of reference quality genome sequences for 

all genotypes used for ATAC-seq studies. Without such sequences, it is near impossible 

https://paperpile.com/c/qTF5Me/OVXWW
https://paperpile.com/c/qTF5Me/NMcpO+Vh3kj
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to correct for SVs which lead to incorrect inference of polymorphism in any identified 

open chromatin regions.  

As the goal of the first chapter is to characterize a genome-wide chromatin state 

landscape, we have identified a total of 44099 ATAC-seq peaks using mostly standard 

ATAC-seq pipeline.  Out of these, 30383, 1050, and 4508 peaks are identified to be 

polymorphic for coverage by tissue, by genotype, and by genotype:tissue respectively 

following rigorous statistical testing. The polymorphic peaks by tissue, and by genotype 

will absolutely be of use for complex trait communities. Furthermore, the polymorphic 

peaks by genotype:tissue interaction are even of greater interest since they are regions 

that are regulated in a genotype dependent manner for some tissues. These likely 

represent QTL that are tissue or complex trait specific with less pleiotropy. Following the 

identification of polymorphic ATACseq peaks in coverage, we also test all SNPs and 

SVs within 250 bp or within 800 bp of each significant peak by genotype and by 

genotype:tissue interaction. 597 SNPs and 55 SVs were identified to explain 100% of 

the variation. However, as these SNPs/SVs are collected from only 8 genotypes, a 

much larger set of genotypes would be necessary for association studies to avoid over-

fitting. In conclusion, the identified ATAC-seq peaks in chapter 1 would have great utility 

for the complex trait community since we have performed SV correction to eliminate 

false positive inference of polymorphic open chromatin states, and have included data 

from multiple genotypes and tissues.  

After the first chapter, my next goal is to address the lack of haplotype phasing in 

the field by attempting to perform haplotype phasing and to classify the identified 

polymorphic ATAC-seq peak in first chapter by their cis- or trans- acting natures. In 
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chapter two, I carried out an ATAC-seq experiment on adult ovary samples collected 

from two DSPR founder genotypes A4, B6, and their F1 offsprings [14]. The first step in 

chapter two is to identify ATAC-seq peaks that are different between the two parental 

genotypes (A4,B6) among the 44099 peaks from chapter one. 

Since both A4 and B6 have known SNP lists, I was able to perform haplotype 

phasing. However, the first step was to filter SNPs to only keep the best SNPs that are 

heterozygous between the two parental genotypes. After correcting for SVs and ANOVA 

tests, I identified 3006 ATAC-seq peaks that are significantly different between two 

parental genotypes with FDR p-value < 0.1. Similar to the values of identified 

polymorphic ATAC-seq peaks in chapter one, these peaks would be interesting targets 

for future complex trait studies, albeit with less utility since only two genotypes and one 

tissue were used.   

Then, we performed haplotype phasing in order to address the third shortcoming 

of the field. The first step is to filter SNPs for A4 and B6 genotypes in order to select 

only the best possible SNPs that are heterozygous for the two parental genotypes. Only 

369353 SNPs remain to ensure robust and accurate haplotype phasing. After SNPs 

selection, haplotype phasing was carried out. Phasing percentage was also calculated. 

Only 1398 peaks remain out of 3006 peaks due to FDR p-value cutoff of < 0.1, and 

phasing percentage cutoff of > 33%. Then, we calculated cis-trans values for cis- and 

trans- classification. However, Loess smoothing curves for the plots of cis-trans value 

as a function of mean phase percentage (Figure 2.5A), parent FDR p-value (Figure 

2.5B), and mean parent coverage (Figure 2.5C) reveal potential association between 

them and the cis-trans value. Thus, we applied an additional filter step to ensure that 

https://paperpile.com/c/qTF5Me/s7UrN
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only peaks correctly aligned are chosen. After aligning our A4, and B6 data to dm6, A4, 

and B6 genomes, only 965 peaks remain after removing those with SVs within 800 bp 

and percentage of correct alignment between all three genomes being > 95%. 

Furthermore, three separate linear regression lines applied to each parental coverage 

difference quantile bin suggests that we would have the best ability to detect coverage 

ratio change between parents and phased hybrid genotypes, and to classify cis- or 

trans- for only peaks with  log2(A4/B6) > 0.753 and < -0.88. We have identified 106, and 

45 ATAC-seq to be cis- and trans- acting respectively. However, despite best effort, 

figure 2.7B has indicated that there is a missing quality control step or a hidden error in 

my method. This can be seen with the completely different possible nature of cis- and 

trans of this ATAC-seq peak if its location is moved 100 bp upstream. Once this final 

hurdle is cleared, these cis-trans classified ATAC-seq peaks would no doubt be 

interesting targets for future functional studies using the Crispr/Cas9/allele swapping 

methods [15–19] to further understand gene regulations-especially for important genes 

associated with these cis- and trans-acting polymorphic open chromatin regions.   
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APPENDIX A  

Chapter 1: supplementary text 1 

 

Brittny Smith 
Stuart Macdonald 

Nuclei Isolation 
 

1. Dissect tissue of interest in lysis buffer. 
 

 We have successfully started the protocol with: 
  i. Ovaries from 5 adult, mated females, 
  ii. Eye-antennal discs from 5 male third-instar larvae, 
  iii. Wing discs from 5 male third-instar larvae, 
  iv. Brains from 10 adult, mated females. 

 
 Ideally you want to keep everything cold and/or rapidly dissect your tissue out. 

 
 The lysis buffer is: 
  10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4 
  10 mM NaCl 
  3 mM MgCl2 
  0.1% IGEPAL CA-630 

 
2. Place into 200-μl lysis buffer on ice in 1.7-ml tube. 
3. Manually grind 25 times using a blue plastic pestle (Fisher, K749521-1500). 

 
 A "grind" in this case being loosely defined as a single turn of the pestle with your 

fingers. 
 

4. Let sample sit on ice for ~1-min. 
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 twice each (a total of 75 grinds). 
6. Spin sample at 100-g for 10-min at 4ºC. 
7. Remove supernatant. Resuspend sample in 200-μl lysis buffer. 
8. Run sample through 30-μm filter cloth. 

 
 The cloth is Nitex Nylon Mesh (30μm) from Genesee Scientific (Cat # 57-105). After it 

arrives you will want to wash it in water, rinse with ethanol, dry, and cut into ~1-inch 
squares. 
 

 You'll start this step with a fresh 1.7ml tube in a rack. Remove the pointy end from a 
standard 1000-μl tip so its got a nice wide bore, and drop into the destination tube. Then 
on top of the barrel of the tip you can lay a piece of the cloth. Take up your sample from 
step #7 in a pipette, jam the tip into the cloth (making a little sieve with the barrel of the 
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tip that's in the destination tube) and fire the resuspended cells through the mesh. In 
step #9 below you're simply ensuring everything went through by adding more lysis 
buffer to the "sieve". 
 

9. Wash through cloth with 200-μl lysis buffer. 
10. Spin sample at 1000-g for 10-min at 4ºC. 
11. Pipette off supernatant. 

 
Tagmentation Reaction 
 
1. To the cell pellet add 25-μl of tagmentation reaction mix: 
 
  12.5μl 2X TD Buffer 
  1.25μl Tn5 Transposase 
  11.25μl H2O 
 

 The TD Buffer and Tn5 Transposase are from the Illumina Nextera DNA Sample 
Preparation Kit (Cat # FC-121-1030). Now (mid-2021) you can purchase them 
separately from Illumina. 
 
2. Pipette to resuspend pellet in the tagmentation mix. 
3. Incubate for 30-min at 37ºC. 
4. Place sample on ice (if moving forward to purification) or freeze at −20ºC. 
 
Qiagen MinElute Purification 
 
1. Add 125-μl (5 volumes) of PB buffer to the 25-μl (1 volume) tagmentation 
reaction, and mix. 
 

 Use Qiagen MinElute PCR Purification Kit (Cat # 28004). Ensure that the correct 
volume of 100% ethanol is added to buffer PE concentrate before use. 
 
2. Place MinElute column in a 2-ml collection tube. 
3. Add sample to column, and centrifuge at 18,000-g for 1-min at RT. 
4. Discard flow-through and place column back in collection tube. 
5. Add 750-μl PE buffer to column, and centrifuge at 18,000-g for 1-min at RT. 
6. Discard flow-through and place column back in collection tube. 
7. Centrifuge at 18,000-g for 1-min at RT. 
8. Place column in new 1.7-ml tube. 
9. Add 20-μl EB buffer to the center of the column. 
10. Let column stand for 1-min, and centrifuge at 18,000-g for 1-min at RT. 
11. Place sample on ice (if moving forward to PCR) or freeze at −20ºC. 
 
PCR Amplification 
 
Reaction 
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1 × 25μl reaction 
 5-μl Purified, tagmented DNA 
 2.5-μl H2O 
 2.5-μl SJM 7## Indexed primer (@ 12.5-μM) 
 2.5-μl SJM 5## Indexed primer (@ 12.5-μM) 
 12.5-μl Kapa Master Mix 
 

 For ovary samples we used 5-μl of purified tagmented DNA. For discs and brain 
samples we used 7.5-μl of purified tagmented DNA and eliminated the water from the 
reaction. 
 

 The Kapa Master Mix comes from Cat # KK2612. 
 

 The "SJM 7## Indexed primer" (and the 5## version) are custom versions of Illumina 
Nextera index primers. (You can obviously use those described in the original ATACseq 
protocol.) 
 

 SJM 7## Indexed primer: 
 xxxxxxx = 7-base i7 index 
 5'- CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATxxxxxxxGTCTCGTGGGCTCGG -3' 

 
 SJM 5## Indexed primer: 
 yyyyyyyy = 8-base i5 index 
 5'- AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACyyyyyyyyTCGTCGGCAGCGTC -3' 

 
Thermocycling 
 
72ºC 5-min 
98ºC 30-sec 
12 cycles of: 
 98ºC 10-sec 
 63ºC 30-sec 
 72ºC 1-min 
4ºC hold 
 
Bead Cleanup 
 
1. Add 25-μl of beads to sample. 
 

 This is a 1X bead cleanup. So provides limited size selection. Beads are Agencourt 
AMPure XP beads (A63881). 

 
2. Mix and incubate at RT for 5-min. 
3. Place sample on magnetic plate for 1-min. 
4. Remove and discard supernatant. 
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5. Wash with 50-μl of 70% ethanol. Repeat the wash. 
6. Air dry for 5-min. 
7. Resuspend in 20-μl of Qiagen EB buffer. 
8. Incubate at RT for 2-min. 
9. Place sample on magnetic plate for 1-min. 
10. Transfer 20-μl to new 1.7-ml tube. 
 
Quality Control 
 
1. Qubit sample using BR (broad range) dsDNA kit (ThermoFisher Q32850). 
 

 Not totally clear to what extent the Qubit value informs you about sample quality. We 
have seen nice ATACseq peaks from samples that had <10 ng/μl values, and similar 
peak profiles from samples that had >40 ng/μl values. 
 
2. Run on Agilent TapeStation instrument using a Genomic DNA ScreenTape. 
 

 The TapeStation is similar to the Agilent BioAnalyzer, but a little lower resolution. 
Example good pictures (meaning that if you see this, and then sequence that library, the 
sample has peaks and isn't simply an over-digested mess) are below. You want to see 
the periodicity at the low molecular weight end of the TapeStation profile. 
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